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DEDICATION SERVICE SET FOR SUNDAY

Prominent County
Political leader
lAnd Farmer Dies
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Election Officers
Named For Primary
Set For August 5
Voting Booths In The County Have Been Secured;
Polls Will Open At 6 A. M. And Close At 4 P. M.
Central Standard Time The County Clerk Reports

Funeral services for Andrew
Voting booths in t h e county , No. 1, Henietta Hotel, Morgan's
Bayless Cantrell, prominent
ha.Ve' been secured and officers storeroom; No. 2, Basement Elks
leadpolitical
farmer and active
named for the primary election building; No. 3, Police Station;
er in the county and state, were
to be held Saturday, August 5, No. 4, East Side School; No. 6, L.
resiconducted from the family
Sheriff G. J. Lewis announced A. Walker's garage; No. 7, Butler
dence on the Eddyville road at
School basement; No. 8, Blue ValWednesday.
3 p.m. Monday, by the Rev. H.
will open at 6 a.m. ley Cream Station; No. 9, Needpolls
The
G. M. Hatler, pastor of the First
and close at 4 p.m., central stan- more School; No. 10, Princeton
Baptist Church, assisted by the
dard time. Ballots have been Mills; No. 11, Eddy Creek School,
Rev. W. H. Tallent, pastor of
Yard.'
printed and all election material. and No. 12, Steger Lumber
the Barbee Memorial PresbyterDonaldson precIncii will vote
primary, John
the
for
ready
is
W. E. DAVIS
ian Church. Burial was in Cedar
in the following locations: No. 1,
Morgan, county clerk, said,
Williamson, stated that, the
W. E. (Buck) Davis, former
Cemetery.
Hill
be
will
,
Farmersville School; No. 2,,Ben
booths
following
The
will be attended by the
Mr. Cantrell suffered a heart Princetonian and superintendent open for voters in the 12 Prince- Yandell's store; No. ,3, Briarfield
from
tives
representa
!..1
attack while in a Tennessee ho- of the Iowa Division of the Illi- ton precincts, Sheriff Lewis an- School; No. 4, Old Quinn School.
Hous civic organizations
to enjoy ters for the doors and to make pital for treatment and died Sat- nois Central railroad at Waterloo. nounced:
l
expected
Bucksnort No. 1 will vote at
are
the
McConnel
By
Tom
church
move
this
..ve endorsed
cele- windows for the meeting house. urday. A native of Caldwell coun- Iowa, will become superintendent
the
special
n School; No. 2, Orange's
of
p
addiLewistow
the
completed
fellowshi
recently
The
invian
with
lc also extended
Best information available indi- ty, he was the son of the late of the Kentucky Division
service
worship
3, White School; No. 4,
No.
Baptist
Another
Creek
bration.
store;
the
Eddy
to
tion
effec,0 all interested Caldwell
School. Harmony No.
the after- cated that the first building was William Oscar and Hattie Stev- headquarters at Paducah,
in
an
Grove
in
be
will
conducted
be
dedicated
Piney
will
Church
..itizens to attend.
K.
located on Dry Fork Creek near ens Cantrell, born August 7, 1880. tiv,e August 1. He succeeds
voters will use the Cobb
Sunday, noon, Rev. Ladd said.
1
service
all-day
worship
Nellie Williams, who will go to Isolemort will be made by the
School; No 2, Hopson store.
The first Eddy Creek Baptist the home of the late John Dren- He was married to Miss
July 30, when the ttev. L. J.
Dulaney on Jan- phis as superintendent of that
..,:•ship, finance, project conof
Jones
Vida
nan.
than
more
Fredonia No. 1 booth will be
was
organized
deliver
will
Church
pastor,
Knoth, former
s
ment
committee
announce
ution and by-laws
In May, 1859, a committee was uary 1, 1908.-A foster son, James divisio n, the
located at Crider; No. 2, Fredonia
the dedicatory message at 11 a.m., 107 years ago from members of
commit
authori- McLean, who was taken into the stated. •
oas meeting. These
Owner Of Kentucky Inn School, and No. 3, Flat Rock
the pastor, Rev. W. B. Ladd.an- the New Bethel and Harmony appointed and given full
the age of 8,
re appointed by the proA 'native of Princeton, Mr. Day- To Be Tried August 11; School.
Baptist Churches. The Rev. L. J. ty to build a new meeting house. Cantrell home at
nounces.
organization.
Isaac became a iieutenant in the U. S. is entered the service of the IlliThe following Democratic and
The present church auditorium Knoth recorded some of the high- A contract was made with
.,,orts, made by the various was completely rebuilt and re- lights of the church in a brief Lefan and E. J. East to build the Air Force in World War II, and nois Central in 1908 as a messen- Charged On Six Counts
Republican officers have been
Austin Buford Long, employee named by the county election
ttees are accepted, the or- decorated in 1942 but continued history written for the celebra- church, furnishing all materials, was killed in action on January ger in the chief dispatcher's ofizatiun will be formed and growth of the church and inter- tion of the one-hundredth anni- for $1,515. The exact location of
fice. He was promoted to opera- of the former Kentucky Inn locat- commission to serve as officers,
A member of the First Baptist tor, clerk and train dispatcher zit ed about one mile south of Prince- Sheriff Lewis said:
the building was not known but
rter members taken immedi- est in its activities led the mem- versary of the church.
.was Church of this city, Mr. Cantrell Princeton, later being named as- ton on the Eddyville road, was
ly. An intensive drive is be- bers to start an expansion of the
Princeton No. 1: L. P. Hopper,
The history lists twelve char- the records indicate that it
planned to expand the mem- building in 1949. This expansion ter members of the organization. at Cross Plains. Before the days was a successful farmer and ac- sistant chief dispatcher at Padu- convicted of the illegal sale of Estelle R. Jacob, Mrs. Lucy Satcah.
local
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politics.
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intoxicating beverages
rship as rapidly as possible and included nine Sunday School They were Hezekiah Oliver, when Lamasco was known as tive in county and
terfield and Mrs. Carl Strong.
sentenced to
n completion of the member- rooms, a pastor's study and full- Martha Pierce, Melissa J. Oliver, Parkersville the school at that He served as rural highway foreNo. 2: Mrs. Fred Stevenson,
Mr. Davis was made option territory,
1940
In
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in the county
man in the county under the adMrs. William Coleman, Mrs. R.
p drive, an annual meeting is size basement under the new part Seburn Armstrong, Lydia G. place was called Cross Plains.
r at Louisville. He was serve 60 days
trainmaste
The present modern Church ministrations of Democratic Gov- promoted to superintendent of and fined $100 in county court Roy Towery, and Mrs. John T.
nned where permanent offi- of the building. M. P. Brown, Cummins, Asenah Oliver, GarThe senwill be elected to'replace the Vernon Burchett and Charles reti Gray, Sarah Oliver, Mary building is located on the site ernors A. B. "Happy" Chandler the Louisiana Division at Mc- 'here late Wednesday.
George.
building was and Keen Johnson, and Republi- Comb, Miss., in 1942 and super- tence imposed by the six-man
visional group.
No. 3: Mrs. Frances Clayton,
Lester were members of the Saunders, Mary Kilgore, Ann where the third
possible
Willis.
S.
maximum
Simeon
the
Governor
was
can
jury
preachHall
N.
Hoyatte Thomason, John Prince,
of the Iowa Division
Rogers and- Johnson Dunn. Elder erected in 1892. J.
intendent
Mr. Williamson said the local building committee.
under the instructions given.
Surviving are the wife; one
sermon on the
and Mrs. John ison.
in 1945.
vement for the formation of
Work has been completed on Mansfield was moderator and ed the dedication
Mem- sister, Mrs. Lena C. Cash; two
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$14,400, all of Which
and state officers raided the eatKilgore, R. T. Rogers, Nathan two brothers, Grace and Kelly,
No. 5: Roger Pickering, Mrs. Erprovisional group is interest- paid. The new house of worship first Sunday in February, 1843.
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of
The first building
in developing, not only
is finished in stone veneer outcontinued to August 11. Lane exe- Stephens and Howard Pickering.
A quartet composed of Mr. and Road, Main Street To
y of Princeton, but, the county side, while the interior is beau- was planned in 1843 with Broth- Brown, J. H. Spurlin, G. G.
cuted $300 bond in each of six' No. 6: Mrs. Charles Parker,
Mrs. Frank Wood, Miss Virginia Start Within Next Week
a whole. He expressed a hope tifully finished and decorated. er Gray, J. W. Dunn, John M. Brown and F. G. Lester.
counts charging him with flour- Mrs. Pearl Boitnott, Mrs. King
Some financial difficulties were McCaslin and Gordon Lisanby,
at civic leaders from Fredonia The auditorium, together with Kilgore and James Conway con-surfacing of the
re
the
on
Work
ishing a deadly weapon; carry- Satterfield, and Euell Hillyard.
at the service.
d smaller rural communities available Sunday School rooms, stituting the building committee. experienced by the church dur- sang favorite songs
the
from
road
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ing concealed a deadly weapon;
Active bearers were Roy, Princeton
No. 7: Milton Sheridan, Mrs. R.
The records do not state when ing and following the Civil pier,
uld be represented at the or- will seat more than 350 people.
county line to the intersection of illegal sale of intoxicating beverhistory revealed. In May, George, Philip and Robert Stevit
the
Sneed, Mrs. Robert Coleman,
but
S.
completed
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the
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nization meeting.
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in
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old-fashio
Organizations that have endor- service, an
is expected to be started
legal possession of intoxicating
to raise means to remunerate the Cantrell.
No. 8: Mrs. Mack Clift, Auther
• the formation of the C. C. of dinner will be served at the utes in December stated that a
latter part of next week, an offi- beverages for the purpose of sale
C2.
,
Mrs. W. W. White, and
Robert
were
-sofpontati
Harris
Bro.
bearers
Honorary
pastor.
emto
appointed
was
committee
members,
of Corum and Edwards, In local option territory; operat- Whorton,
are the Princeton Rotary Club, &Welt and bundrethr of
cial
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J. W. Horning.
Beck, Dr. B. L. Keeney, W. D. Madisonville contractors, said
inceton Kiwanis Club, Prince- former members and friends of ploy a carperter to make shutand
game,
(dice)
ing a gambling
No. 9: J. D. Morse, Joel BoitDawson, T. T. Barrett, William
Junior Chamber of Commerce,
Wednesday.
illegal possession of slot ma- nott, Walter Perry, and Mrs.
Coleman, Edwin Lamb, George
17 Local Scouts Visit
the
at'
Crider To Head Farm
,- -ton Disabled Veterans Post,
started
be
will
work
The
chines.
Bertha Jackson.
Harrelson, Hearne Harrelson,
...-:Jer-McNabb Post of Vetbrought toward
Camp Hogg This Week
Loan Firm; Alexander
In a trial which lasted several
Arch Walker, Charles Hubbard. county line and
No. 10: Mrs. Novela Cartwright,
on
an of Foreign Wars, Carlisleconstructi
Seventeen Boy Scouts from Dr. L. E. Nichols, Frank Black- Princeton. Work on
hours, four local men and a mem- Mrs. Mattie Cartwright, Mrs. S.
red
Transfer
ed,
Promott
from
Legion,
ange Post of American
two Princeton troops are attend- burn, Charlie Pepper, Alvin Lis- of Main street in Princeton
ber of t h e Alcoholic Beverage 0. Catlett, and Mr. Lucian Robinldwell County Farm Bureau,
Cooper Crider, 505 West Main ing Camp Hogg near Owensboro
Cave street to the west edge of Control Commission, Frankfort, son.
and Dr. I. Z. Barber.
anby
as
position
a
street, has accepted
inceton Retail Merchants As'
the city limits will begin at or testified that the defendant sold
this week. Eugene Barrett, scoutNo. 11: Mrs. Boyd Satterfield,
secretary-treasurer of the Nation- master of Troop 39, accompanied
iation, Princeton Business and
about the same time.
whiskey in the Kentucky Inn on Chester Hawkins, Mrs. Travis
a
ofessional Women's -Club, Beal Farm Loan Association in
the group which left here SunWork on Main street from the morning of July 2 and that Cummins, and Mrs. Mabie Harsix-county area, succeeding J. D. day.
volent Order of Elks, FraterFranklin to Cave streets will be drinking was permitted in an up- tigan.
Was
1 Order of the Eagles, and the Prominent Woman
Alexander, who has accepted a
started at a later date because stairs room.
No. 12: Mrs. Ray Farmer, A. F.
Scouts from Troop 39, sponsorsimilar position in Bowling Green,
eton Ministerial Association. A Presbyterian And A
road inding work was completThe Commonwealth was repre- Hanberry, Mrs. L. D. Pickering,
by the First Christian Church,
ed.
This move was initiated by the
it is announced.
it
ed 1 t year on this section,
sented by Commonwealth's At- and Press Adamson.
attending the camp are Johnny
Member Of Princeton
inceton Rotary Club under the
Mr. Crider, currently employ- Jake, Al Smith, Bill Smith, Oswas explained. Corum and Ed- torney Alvin Lisanby and CounDonaldson No. 1: Paul Watson,
ion
e
Convent
County-Wid
Club
President
Garden
eldership of Rotary
Rose And
ed with the J. E. Young Insur- car Mitchell, James Lee Bowman,
wards are contractors for both ty Attorney C. R. Baker. Attor- William Egbert, Luther Del3oe,
es
ulian Littlepage. It exemplifi
projects.
Funeral services for Mrs. Char- ance agency, will assume the du- Lawrence Ledford, Jack Henry, At Mt. Olivet Studies
neys Charles McGough, Prince- and Sam Oates.
e Rotary Motto,"Service Above
ton, and Joe Grace and E. Palmer
les Ratliff II were conducted at ties of his new work on August Jr., Dickie Whitsett, Junior Cot- Christian Education
Donaldson No. 2: A. E. Turley,
If', it was explained, and is
n
James, both of Paducah, repre- Mrs. Paul Vinson, Luther Lowery,
the Ratliff home on South Jeffer- 1. He will serve the associatio ton, and Billy Barrett.
Guests
reelected
Golfers
was
Local
R.
Cummins
K.
nly one of several projects
sented the defendant. In his and Mrs. Otto Beckner.
son street Sunday r.fternoon at in Caldwell, Trigg, Lyon, CritScouts from Troop 42, sponsor•hich Rotary has planned this two o'clock by the Rev. Floyd A. tenden, Livingston and McCrack- ed hj the Ogden Memorial president of the Caldwell County Of Fort Campbell Club
speech to the jury Lisanby said,
Donaldson No. 3: Dewey Trayfor
n
Conventio
School
Sunday
..ar in an endeavor to make
Fifteen members of the Prince- ". . . it is not the amount of the lor, Brady Sigler, A. E. Young,
Lhperfida, pastor of the Centra: en counties.
Methalist Church, attending the
consecutive year at
7tneeton and Caldwell county a Presbyterian Church. Burial was
were
Mr. Alexander, who has been camp include 'Subs" Harrelson, the eighth
Club
given
violators
fine but the 'time'
ton Golf and Country
and Mrs. Floyd Hobby.
regular annual session held at
,
tter place in which to live.
with the association here for the Charles Babb, Philip Heaton, the
of the Officers Club at that will break up bootlegging
Donaldson No. 4: Denney Felir Cedar Hill Cemetery.
General Baptist guests
Olivet
Mt.
for
leave
will
ten years,
ker, Mrs. Roosey Roberts, RayRobert Relley, James Hubbard, Church July 20, it was announced. Fort Campbell in a golf tourna- In the county."
Mrs. Ratliff, 58, was the daugh- past
He
15.
Bowling Green August
ment Sunday, with Rumsey TayMembers of the jury were Clif- mond Lowery, and Porter TayCarl Flynn and Earl Goodaker.
ter of Mrs. Sarah Adamson MyOther officers elected were L.
will serve as secretary-treasurer Joe Weeks, is scoutmaster of the ,
lor, Jr., Louis Tatarsky and Dr. C ton D. Pruett, James Tandy, be._
and
C.
Allcock,
ers and the late Charles Edwin
Oliver
W.
Guess,
n,
of the Barren River Associatio
Bucksnort No. 1: James Tincer,
troop but was unable to accom- Thomas Sharp, vice-presidents, H. Jaggers winning prizes.
'Claude P'Pool. Jimmie Mitchell,
Myers of Crider. She was marQUESTION
a larger organization than the pany the group.
Those who enjoyed the hospi Freeman D. Pruett, and William Clifford Hudgens, Mrs. Clyde
, reelectied to Charlie Ratliff II on NoRosenthal
J.
J.
Mrs.
and
Do you think full mobilization vember 18, 1914, bringing togeth- one he served here.
Clayton, and R. F. Stallins.
tality of the officers club were H. Newsom.
ed secretary.
Mrs. Alexander and daughter,
the United States will help espioneer
Bucksnort No. 2: W. B. Creasey,
McGough, In the raid on the Kentucky
Howard
Brown,
Merle
er two of the prominent
Get
From
various
County
Three
Representatives from
blish world peace or hasten families of Princeton and Cald- Jane, will remain in Princeton
Jaggers, Inn on the morning of July 2 a Mrs. Hise Hart, C. R. Overby,
H.
C.
Morgan,
John
at
denominations were present
this winter where Mrs. Alexan- Call For Physical Exam
orld War III and why?
, large quantity of liquor, beer and and Leslie Ladd.
well county.
theme Louis Tatarsky, Rumsey Taylor
der is employed in the city
One white man and two colored the meeting to study the
- "crooked" dice was seized when , Bucksnort No. 3: Mrs. Bloxie
Lot
,
James
husPogrotsky
Saul
Jr.,
mother,
ANSWERS
the
are
Surviving
schools. David, who graduated from Caldwell county are among of Christian Education. Appear- tus, Jack Whitford, Jack Gentry, the two men were arrested. Later Orange, Mrs. Luther Barnes, Eli
Fred Jake: "I think that full band, and one son, Samuel; two
preI
from Butler with high honors in those called for physical exami- ing on the program with
, the same day county, state and Sisk, and Frank Young.
obilization is essential now if brothers, Johnson Myers of Cri-Rev. W. C. Wise, Ralph Kavanaugh
the home
May, will enter Southwestern nation at Owensboro today for pared addresses were the
searched
officials
city
Bucksnort No. 4: R. B. Thomas,
Simon
New
Charles
of
Jr.,
Myers
e hope to establish world peace. der and Charlie
Joe Jones,
University at Memphis this fall. Induction in the Armed Forces, Harry Flowers, Superintendents
of Lane on Akers avenue and om Galloway, Mts. Georgie Aland Hart Warren.
believe that if WP had had a York, several nieces and nephews.
AllC.
Oliver
and
Long
Hero/
seized a quantity of liquor and exander, and Harley Tribble.
according to an announcement
at
trong military establishment that
Low medal for the Princeton four slot machines. Lane and
Mrs. Ratliff or Mary Louise
cock, Gardner White, the Rev.
Work lo Modernize
from the local draft board.
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won
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team
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James C. Terrell, route 1,
Long both listed Paducah as their Earl Wood, George Dunn, and
placing
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secreH.
C.
executive
Dr.
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with
Elizabeth
former residence.
Murel Keller.
improvement white, and Charles W. Groom
extensive
ne wants to start trouble with Church, Book Lovers, and Rose
An
Council of second with an 84.
and Willie Lee, colored, have tary of the Kentucky
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program, which will include the
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20,
ing World War III, I am of the
Favorite
Miss Mason spoke at length at I turn match here on August
today. Twenty men will be caland F. A. Lewis.
opinion that we are now involved the service by Mr. and Mrs. Frank conditioning. began at the Capity area the morning and afternoon ses- Mr. Warren said. He also called Started In Fredonia
Fredonia No. I: Mrs. Lena
in that War and we must make Wood, Mrs. G. W. Towery and tol Theatre this week, Torn Sim- led from the three-coun
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stated.
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it
Mrs. Hugh Yates, and Johnswer,
Mr. Simmons said the entire not been released,
Preserve our Way of life and es- were merbbers of the family.
ing Christian Education, it was Ryan of Louisville and Jesse the business section of Fredonia
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ablish world peace."
tofor
'
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scheduled
morning,
Knox,
Monday
started
was
Fort
of
stated.
Fredonia No. 2: Mrs. Gladys
interrupt- legion Will Sponsor
to eight weeks without
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is reported. When the job is com- Walker, Johnson Wigginton, Reg
The people of the Mt. Olivet day.
schedules.
Among the out-of-town people ing regular show
be
hard
will
street,
bilization Is the only answer for
the
pleted
Program
Armistice Day
Phelps. and J. D. Bugg.
community provided a dinner at
The new air conditioning plant
the United States. The Russians who attended funeral services for
surfaced from pavement to curb, 'Fredonia No. 3: Richard RowAn Armistice, Day program and the noon hour for those attend- County Plans Sale Of
Sunday, will control both temperature
II,
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Charles
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convenien
jump
already have five years
November ing the meeting.
adding a great
lana, Roy Harper, Kermit Rowwill enable the parade on Saturday,
50 Acres At Poor Farm
us in preparing for war and if July 23, were Mr. and Mrs. Char- and humidity and
widening the street from a safety land, and Herbert Austin.
and 11, was approved at the regular
the Caldwell county
of
survey
A
W5 prepare well enough and fast les Myers, Rutherford, New Jer- theatre to maintain a cool
standpoint, it was said.
of Carlisle Post, AmeriMyers comfortable atmosphere at all meeting
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Mrs. James of seats, re-finishing of the marI think the present Korean situ- Eldred, and Mr. and
and the Butler High School band college who will receive B. S. De- the sale of approximately 50 acres
g
-decoratin
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.
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Disappointing census figures
She
may be making some Cham
of Commerce managers in
ber
Kentucky cities feel like drown
ing their
gloom in bourbon. You
couldn't blame them, becau
by Ralph Stein
se their jobs
primarily are to get more
payrolls in their communitie
s, and failure
to make substantial gains
in population usually doesn't
mean 'Oscars
for city boosters. And as
You feel better,
a rule newspaper publishers
don't feel any
too happy over the failur
elf
e of their cities to get
bigger, because
'bigger payrolls make more
retail trade, and merchants
Keep th
of the wherewithal to buy
furnish most
paper and printer's ink.
But there is another side
to the story—that of the
individual
resident who judges his comm
onity by the quality of
not by numbers...blot-She
its citizens,
smug; self-satisfied who are
standing still
themselves and want their
really good citizens who communities to stand still with them, but
are industrious, civic-minded
and solvent.
These are people who dote
heavily on good schools,
excel
tion facilities, honest
public officials, able preachers, lent recrea'the minimum
friction between groups or
individuals. And upon havin
g hardly any
undesirable people that requi
re public aid or police
attention.
I am using Morganfield
tel:!
to illustrate, my point.
going there rather often
I have been
for ten years. This year I
have been going
every week or two to deliv
Since
er my weekly pieces to
R. M. and Tyler
Mumford and Earle Bell of
the Union County Advocate,
than
my copy in advance and
who set up
AT HOME HS A DISH- JOCKEY
mail galley proofs to other
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newspapers. I
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there because Union count
qualit
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ians, being good
Kentuckians, are easy to
get acquainted with.
Morganfield is in the 3,000
step
class. It is the seat of
Take 5 minutes and see for
half dozen best agricultur
one of the
yourself just how Dodge
al &unties in Kentucky.
gives you roominess costl
Practically all
its business people are
ier
ears
can't match. Take
solvent and alert. The
the wheel and discover
municipal government is what you would expec
handling cage money can't
t to find in an enlig
Chances are it will more than cover the
htened, progressive town.
buy anywhere else . . .
ruggedness that belongs
Morganfield has no rich peopl
to Dodge, and Dodge
alone
e,
.
dawn payment on a big new Dodge I
Yes,
neith
you could pay
er has it any you would
call extremely poor. No
81,000 more and still not
riffraff at all. Good
get all the ettra-value
public schools. A
community center in the heart
Your present car may
features Dodge gives you!
of town serves as an
Come in todgyl
he worth more al
—everything from teen
all-purpose club
agers' parties to service
trade than it ever will
club banquets.
There is a large athletic field
he again. Share in our
for football and baseball.
library that serves proportion
success. New Dodge mode
A public
ately as many vatlers
ls are rolling off
of good books
as any library in the state.
the production lines
Home owners keep their
in
recor
d volume. Anil
and well painted. A good weekl
property clean
y newspaper registers
we can assure you
the tick-tack
of the town and county.
early delivery on your
favorite model. Trad
Morganfield is filled with
e now—and save!
. people who just
wouldn't live in
Louisville at all if they could
help it.
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in about 100
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WATCH THE WORM TORN
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Penney Store Closed
For Official's Rites

News Happenings
At Eddy Creek

The J. C. Penney store here
Ing Saturday WAS at
MrieterY by Rev. G. C. closed at three o'clock Tuesday
.s and Saturday night and afternoon during funeral services
at church. There were 42 for Earl C. Sims, CC chairman of
the board of the Penney Cornat Sunday school.
fly, conducted in Drew s
g our vt
nding the annual dinner New York, D. M. Plymale, maners Cemetery Saturday ager of the store, said.
A native of Simpson, Kansas,
s:011ie Lovelace, Mr. and
ershell Capps, Dawson Sims joined the chain's founder
; Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Wood, in opening the company's first
1 Mrs. Waiter Overby, store in 1907 at Kemmerer, Wyo.
lee Walker, Mrs. Manie
Mrs Laura Collie, Mrs. and Mrs. Bud Rogers, Mr. and
eear, Mrs. Raymond Wal- Mrs. Emery Keller, Mrs. Noddie
Leamond Jewell and Stewart and family of Cerulean;
Garnett Oliver, Mrs. Es- Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Keller, Anna
Kaufman, Hopkinsville; Lee, Betty and Roy of Cadiz; Mr,
Mrs. Hunt, Clarksville; and Mrs. Garland Hart and chilMrs. Lornand Woosley, dren of Harmony; Mr. and Mrs.
'alter Poindexter, Mr. Leroy P'Pool, Jimmy, Judy and
site and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry, Mrs. Cleo Ladd, Mr. Rube
Williamson, Bainbridge. P'Pool, Mrs. Major Ladd
and
s were Mr. and Mrs. Joel children, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Marand baby, Evansville; tin, Mrs. Cooiedge Mitchell and
shears and children, Mr. son, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Storms
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Pa
Dip In Automobile
Production Expected
Detroit — (AP) — A

sharp
downward dip in its production
curve lies ahead of the auto inMr. and Mrs. Herman Brenda dustry.
and family of Fredonia visited
There are some among indusMr, and- Mn,-Hey • Sisk Sunday
try experts ezern even inty a corrvafternoon.
piste halt to civilian output is
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cayce not
impossible be/ON— the year'
and baby spent Sunday with Mr.
end. They emphasize, however,
and Mrs. Leslie Lax.
that they are merely speculating
Miss Patricia Ann Brown spent
on the possibilities of the next
Friday night and Saturday with
six months.
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
The auto industry doesn't need
Aaron Cummins.
a big volume of war orders to
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hemingway,
curtail civilian car and truck
Mr. and Mrs. Travis Cummins,
production. All that is needed is
Mrs. Nell Satterfield and Miss
the diversion of large amounts
Blanche Oliver went to Owensof steel to arms output.
boro Sunday. They also visited
And steel alone Isn't the only
Rev. and Mrs. John Ivey and
problem of the auto industry's
daughter of Utica.
manufacturing managers.
Mrs. Edna Glover of Princeton
Building automobiles takes a
tpent Sunday with, Mr. and Mrs.
lot of critical materials besides
Charles Lester.
steel. It requires copper, zinc,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phillips and aluminum,
lead and other such
children of Edinburg, Indiana,
were weekend guests of Mr. and vent last Sunday in Evansville
Mrs. Travis Sisk. Ronnie Rain- with their son, Carrot Burchett.
age, who had been visiting his
A Picnic supper was enjoyed
CARRIER LOADS PLANES: Marine •F4U fighter planes are grandmother, Mrs. James Phil- last Sunday night at the home of
ips, returned home with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Brown. Those
loaded aboard the Aircraft Carrier USS Badoeng Strait
at San
Mr. and Mrs. George Hawkins present were Mr. and Mrs. Rob- I
Diego, Calif. The carrier recently left for Korean waters where
and Sue, and Betty .Sue Jones ert Brown and "Steve" of Elk- I
the planes will lend air support to U. S. forces. (AP
Wirephoto) enjoyed
a birthday dinner Sun- ton and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
and Joe of Princeton; Mr. and
day in honor of theie son, Bob, at Weber and Susan of Louisville,
Mrs. Albert Sizemore, Herrin,
his home in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Brad Lacy and
Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Leonard P'Pool
Mr. Hoy Sisk, Travis Sisk, Mrs. Willa Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Wylie
and Mr. Nolie Williamson of CarClarence Sisk and Mr. and Mrs. Brown, George, Marlon, John
tersville, Ill.; Mr, Guthrey, Mrs.
Chester Sisk attended the funer- Brown and Mr. Marion Brown.
Friedtz, Mrs. Pearl Spence and
al of Mrs. Della Cavanah of ,Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Oliver
daughter, Herrin, Ill.; Mr. Fred
Monroe, La. Mrs. Cavanah was and family spent the weekend at
Guthrey, Louisville; Mr. Harry the
White Sulphur Baptist the sister of Mr. Clarence Sisk Wallonia.
Guthrey of Chicago. Also Messrs. Church with the Rev. T. T. Crab- of Princeton.
Albert and Elbert Storms, twin tree conducting services. Mr. TayLast Sunday dinner guests of
brothers who lived here when lor is 'leading the singing with Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Brown were
young but have been successful Mrs. Taylor playing the piano. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Weber
as undertakers at Herrin, Ill., but These helpers attended the sem- and Susan of Louisville, Mr. and
still like old country ham; Mrs. inary at Louisville.
Mrs. Moscoe Mitchell and Mr.
Kermit Vinson and daughter.
Rev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell and Mrs. Brad Lacy and Willa
Mr. 'and Mrs. Lucien Rogers and Minnie Mae and Babara Lee Ann. Sunday afternoon guests
entertained Sunday with a din- Cartwright spent Sunday with were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Massey
ner in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Gar- Mr. and Mrs. Auther Faughn and and Mrs. Brenard Massey of
Providence.
nett Oliver and Mr. and Mrs. C. Betty Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Brown
B. Rogers, newly married couples.
Charles Paris and Preston MorThose present were Mr. and Mrs. ris spent the weekend with their and "Steve" of Elkton spent last
Ralph Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron parents. They returned to Evans- weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Wy.
lie Brown and family.
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rogers ville Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. LaNeave
and Glenda, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh and
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Rogers, Fay and Ronnie, Mr. and Marion Wayne visited
Mr. and King
Curlin in Cadiz.
Mrs. Waylon Rogers, Ralph Haile, Mrs. Auther
Faughn and Betty
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Lewis visMr. and Mrs. Claude Storms and Jean Saturday night.
ited (Doc) Chambers and family
Joe. Mr. Bryant Oliver, Mrs. EsMr. and Mrs. Louard Barnes last Sunday afternoon.
ther Kaufman. Mr. Noble Wjland David spent the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burchett
liamson and Mr. Earl Vinson.
with Mrs. Nannie Cash and fam- have been
visiting their daughMisses Wanda and Vera Farless,
ily.
ter, Mrs. Robert Brandon and
Barbara Burton, Mr. Gilmer RogMr. Lacy Keel and family vis- family, in
Detroit.
ers, Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Oliver, ited
Mr. John S. Peters and famMr. and Mrs. Willard Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Rogers and
ily of Princeton Sunday after- spent a few
days in the communiMr. Hary Storms, Mrs. Sam Harnoon.
ty recently.
ris of Princeton; Rev. and Mrs. C.
Everyone is urged to attend the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burchett
G. Meadows and baby, Mr. and revival
services. Evening service
Mrs. Elisha McCormick of Bowl- begins
at 7:45, with the morning
ing Green, Mr. and Mrs. Payne service
scheduled for 10:45.
of Dripping Springs; Mr. Everett
Stewart and family of Cobb, also Mr. Loyd Oden returned home
Kermit Vinson and daughter at- from Detroit after a few days
tended the annual dinner at Rog- stay there.
ers cemetery, Saturday.
Mrs. Ratliff Rogers_visited
Mrs. Clint Ladd visited Mrs. Nola Wilson Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Waylon Rogers visited
Leslie Ladd, Cedar Bluff, Friday.
Mesdames Marvin Woosley and Mts. Ester Kaufman at HopkinsMr. Norman Cartwright of De- vile; 'Thursday.
Misses Shirley Vinson and Irtroit, are visiting relatives here.
ene Rogers visited Miss Iretta
Holmes Sunday.
Mrs. Grace Dunning fell a few
days ago, crushing one wrist bone
arid chipping the other. Her condition is reported to be good.
Mrs. Wylie Ladd, Mrs. Noel
Drennan and Charlotte, of Eddy.
yule, attended the dinner at Rogers cemetery.

Revival Under Way
At White Sulphur

materials that are vital to aircraft and other war voagner,
Most of these mategliplts,
been any too plentiful for car
and truck production in recent
weeks, although steel has been
the industry's chief worry. The
car makers are fairly well agreed
- -

Throe

'all materials will be in shorter
supply in the weeks ahead.
The word "sterling", as applied
to money of the United Kingdom,
is derived front the easterlings,
merchants in Britain in the 13th
Century.

SAVE MONEY
Gas at Cornick's
PRICES REDUCED
Regular Gasoline

1
2c
23/

Ethyl Gasoline

/
2
241

CORNICK SERVICE STATION
"HOPPY" CRISP, Mgr.
Hopkinsvllle Street

Phone 9121,

Place Orders Now

Is an art
•••
easy

FOR

Coke & Coke Stoves

;.#

Petroleum Coke, about — $19 ton
Coke Stoves, about
$10 each

//

UT! ALL-METAL! PlIVERFIL!

Coke order will be placed when freight car is
filled.

tank, with powerful, highE motor. Beautiful, all-metal,
ithed body, glides easily on
runners.
hi wands do all your reachSlip-on attathments do all
and dusting jobs from floor to
ffer is limited to the
'ty we have available.

sow

'Nissen
sifts...
'nee•

NCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 2081

Inary St.
Aetitorlitoil Dolls

ENERAL
ELECTRIC
VACUUM CLEANERS

Contact

M. P. Brown, Jr.—P. M. Sell—County Agent's
Office—Caldwell Farm Bureau

Real Buys For Hot Days

Summer Is Still With Us

BOYS'

SHORTIE PAJAMAS

DUNGAREES

Seersucker or Rayon

Your Clothes Need Frequent

DRY CLEANING

LADIES' & MISSES'

Eggs are becoming so much
larger that they are beginning
to crowd standard crates designed some 20 years ago.

98
NOVELTY SLIPPERS
sp,

Sizes 6 to 16
8 Oz: Sanforized Denim

149

PAIR
.

NOVELTY

1 LOT LADIES' SUMMER

You •
'Nab,

better, look better if your clothes are fresh and clean.
Keep them spic and span by frequent cleaning.

SPORT
Kool and Serviceable
$195

PAIR

Since our service costs no more, why buy less
than the fine cleaning we offer? Ours is
quality cleaning throughout -- from the first
step to the last.

"Where the Good Work Comes From"

cover the
Dodge I
more in
hare In our

it

rolling off
ohmic, and
on your
SAW!

Badeo4ame4-1
E

t.

Ctoilta

'Use.
$25
See these and many other
famed Corhara* Sterling par
terns is our wide showing of
patterns that lead the 1950 Sit,
vet Parade ... Gorham dodges
that are winning the acclaim of
America's most discriminating
hostesses!
Owt•sit 4••••cli.
P
,
40. Awe woo Icy as. 41-04
.
0
itlismastibta.itellodbe r.V.

Phone 3711

WINSTEAD
JEWELERS

36" HEAVY WT.

LADIES'

BROWN SHEETING

SPORT SLACKS

Full 56 x 60 Count

Solid Colors — Sizes 12 to 20

5yards

$1 25

I

$195
I PAIR

ANKH'S FAIR STORE

Where Your SS.. Have !Vlore Cent(:)//
.4"

4
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Fredonia News
- -- —
•
-Vr."'arid -Ms.-Gebige- Marty Thd.
A large crowd attended the co
entertained with a barbecue SatSaturday noun in honor of their out- sale on the Byrd Guess lot
of-town guests, Mr. and Mrs. urday.
Charles Barbour, and Miss Judy
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Lowery
d Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Meadows
.Jones, Chicago Heights; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Barbour, Jr., Chi- accompanied Miss Suzanne Cuncago; Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Oliver ningham to Fairfield, Ill., Sunday,
and brother-in-law, of Elizabeth- where she was met,' by her partown, N. J., and Mr. and Mrs. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy CunningCaleb Oliver and son, Bill. Gary, ham, to return to her home in
Ind. Other guests were Mrs. Mat- Decatur, Ill., after spending sevtie Rice, Mrs. W. B. Conway and eral weeks with her grandparchildren, Mr. and Mrs. Bill ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lowery.
Smith and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Kirkwood,
Mrs. Loy Hardin, Watertown, Dawson Springs, spent the weekGene
Tenn., was a guest of Mrs. Mar- end with Mr. and Mts.
Rogers. Nita and Rita Rogers reion Harvill Wednesday.
turned home after spending two
Weekend guests of Mrs. Mattie
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. KirkCharles
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were
Rice
wood.
ChicaJones,
Judy
and
Barbour,
Society of the First
go Heights; Mr. and Mrs. Charles .Missionary
met wit
Barbour, Jr., Chicago; Mr. a n d Presbyterian church
Friday after
Mrs. H. C. Oliver, Fltizabeth- Mrs. W. M. Young
town, N. J., and Mr. and Mrs. noon.
Miss Peggy Phelps is visiti
Caleb Oliver and son, Bill, Gary,
_

Before you insulate your home

RUMMER• THIS

Thinking of Insulating Your Home?
There is a big reason why big industries like General Electric,
Coldspot, Kelvinator, Montgomery Ward, Serve! and Westinghouse and a nuMber of others use Fiberglas Insulation.
It is guaranteed for the life of the building against settling
and losing insulation value, also against moisture and rot.
Yes, the price is reasonable. Call or write us for free estimate.

WEST KY. ROOFING CO.
0. BERKLEY
Paducah

1723 Broadway

Phone 275

Federal Land Bank Loans
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR DEBT AND INCOME
Many form loans are made hurriedly without
consideration of the debt to the income from the
farm. Oftentimes these loans fit neither the farm
nor the income from the farm.
FEDERAL LAND BANK loans are carefully
fitted to the farm debt as well as the farm income.
AMORTIZED over a long period of time to
make small principal payments. Interest at 4%
per annum, guaranteed throughout the term of
the contract.
NO APPLICATION - - - or APPRAISAL FEES

THREE RIVERS NAT'L
FARM LOAN ASSOCIATION
DIAL 3351
PRINCETON,

Firat, third and fifth IMMIAM, • Wednesday
Mass at 8 o'clock.

P. 0. BOX NO 70
KENTUCKY
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is
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Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
pastor and the Rev. Richard
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SUNDAY
The
Sunday
School,
0:45 a
alements is assistant pastor.
disked
was
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Morning
Worship 11 10:45 a.m. Morning Service
spring-0
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Yduth Fellowship,
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'ey
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7:30 pan. Evening Worship
yen pounds'
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
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Sunday School
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OGDEN METHODIS
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Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor 2:30.
(Rev. Travis Terrell
Saturevery
meeting
Prayer
o'clock
Church School, 9:45
dai
Services every second Sat
Ten head of
Morning Worship, 10:43 o'clock day at 7:30 p. m.
field
night, at 7:30 p in., and S
the
on
gad
Methodist Youth Fellowship, NORTHS1DE BAPTIST
at 11 a. m.
8 o'clock
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Sunday School at 10 sal
o'clock
7:30
Worship,
Evening
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30 services on fourth Sunday
7
Service,
Evening
Wednesday
a. m. and 7:30 p. in.
a. M.
11
o'clock
Sunday School-10 a. sa.
pONALDginirBAPTiST
1 a. m.
Preaching-1
FIRST BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pass
Training Union-8:45 p. m.
bloody, kneels on sidewalk outsiiie the
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
AUTO WORKERS BEATEN: Basil Gordon, heatm and
Sunday School, 10 a it
beaten
were
others
two
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Worship-7:45 p. m.
he
Evening
when
Calif.,
An;eles,
Los
at
Corp.,
School
Chrysler
Sunday
the
m.
of
a.
9:45
Maywood plant
Morning Worship, 11 a. iv
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
communists. Officers, who made no arrests,
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
for refusing to tell fellow workers whether they ire
Evening Worship, 745 p
m.
p.
Wirephoto)
7:45
(P
on.
hospitalizati
Union
required
6:15 p.m. Training
said none of the victims
(Second -Fourth Sands s
710 p. m. Evening Worship
Mesquite and Utah Juniper, rePENTECOSTAL 'HOLINESS
and TomPrayer meeting, Wed .7.45
her uncle, Edwin Morgan and and children, Phyllis
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
visit- garded as "pest" trees in the
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
Mrs. Morgan in Detroit. Mr. and my, Mt. Morris, Mich., are
southwest, have been found to 7:30 p. m.
Bermuda was uninhabited
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Mrs. Morgan have recently con- ing his mother, Mrs. Bernice
Ak- make good fence posts.
1609, when Admiral Sir G.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
cluded a visit here with relatives. Akridge, and brother, T. R.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
Morning Worship 11:00 tun. Somers' ship, "Sea Ventre".
The Cumberland Presbyterian ridge and Mrs. Attridge.
PRINCETON
Twelve- million gallons of
Young People's Service 8:00 wrocked on a sunken rnef ar
THE IMMACUMr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
Or
Young People were invited guests
CHURCH
1948in
orange juice were frozen
colony was established on Iti
N, EARL- P.m
CONCEPTIO
of the Baptist Y. P. group at a and sons, Wayne and Donald, EvLATE
gallons
'49 compared to 266,000
Lvangelistic Service 7.30 p.m. land.
barbecue given at the home of ansville, were Sunday guests of
INGTON
.
in the 1945-'46 season.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Beck Tues- Mrs. Belle Lowry. They were acday night.
companied home by Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Flowers and Everett Rowe and son, who will
son, John W. Flowers, and Mr. spend a few days as their guests.
KENTUC
Alas Shields and baby daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Press Blackburn,'
Sharon, all of Paducah, attended Hopkinsville, and Mr. and Mrs.
services Sunday morning at the Arnold Burklew and sons, HartFirst Presbyterian church. They ford, were Sunday afternoon
were dinner guests of Rev. and guests of Mrs. C. W. Moore.
For the 19
Mrs. Harry E. Flowers at the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley DeBoe
noon hour.
and children, Eddyville, were
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White, guests Sunday afternoon of Mr.
Gary, Ind., returned to their home and Mrs. Roy Boisture.
Saturday after a visit here with
Dinner guests of Mrs. Bernice
her mother, Mrs. Mattie Rice, and Akridge Sunday were Mr. arid
light Showsother relatives.
Mrs. Johnnie Akridge, Phyllis and
Mrs. J. T. Alexander, Adairville, Tommy Akridge, Mt. Morris,
The finest y.
Ky., is visiting her sister, Miss Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. T. R.
Angus herds
Nelle G. Guess, and Mr. and Mrs. Akridge and son, Charles.
and interns.
Crider.
in
L. W. Guess
Aid of the Cumberland
Ladies
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond CanPresbyterian church met with
non and son, Junior, Nashville,
Swam
Mrs. Charles Quertermous and
are visiting her mother, Mrs. T.
Seigel Y
Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn as coN. Fuller.
hostess Thursday night at the
engineers,
ing
condition
air
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young, Bilweeks
few
next
the
During
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home of Mrs. Quertermous.
ly Sam Young and J. E. Hillyard
Sealer
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E.
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John,
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.
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for a visit
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going
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and aunt, Miss Dora Young.
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Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Nolloman,
great Kentu
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Harvill
-- more enjoyable . .. better than ever for you to
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more
the weekend
Ill.,
spent
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annual ev
spent the weekend with Mr. and
whole Ken
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a patient in
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Sory
B.
J.
Mrs.
Trammel at Rock Castle.
A special i
hospital
she
where
these days.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wring and an Owensboro
Future Fa
treatment.
children and Mrs. Clifford White, is receiving
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of Gaey Ind., and Mrs. Cecil
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So.
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To be he
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Saturday afternoon.
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even
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weeks
Mrs. Jimmy Kunnecke in Calvert She returned home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wring,
In further I
City.
Theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Rowe and Gary, Ind., and Rev. and Mrs.
night
Friday
were
Oliver
Leon
son, Everett, Jr., Lebanon, Tenn.,
Mr'?: Ceare visiting her mother, Mrs. dinner guests of Mr. and
61
'6
cil Brasher.
Mrs. Belle Lowry.
and
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Cardin
EARLE C. C
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Akridge
baby son, Richey, Miss Lemma
Goy
Cruce, Clarksville, Tenn., and
Mrs. J. M. Franklin,' Evansville,
were Saturday night dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H.
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Paducah, spent the weekend with
Dial 3211
her parents, Mr. and Mrs, C. T.
Henson.
Miss Imogene Wigginton spent
TUES. & WED.
SUN. & MON.
SATURDAY
Sunday afternoon as guest of Miss
AUG. 1-2
JULY 30-31
Nelle G. Guess in Crider.
29
JULY
FEATURES START at
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge and daughFEATURES START at
FEATURES START at
9:23
1:15 - 3:19 - 5:15 - 7:19
1:10 - 3:24 - 5:19 - 7:32 - 9:28
ter, Carrie, spent several days
1:15 - 3:20 - 1:15 - 7:20 • 9;5
last week as guests of Rev. and
Mrs. H. K. Langston in GreenIT S THAT -DEAR RUTH- GANG
THE MUCH-AND-60ville.
A
q•44.1414.e4 ata.41 euct!
Rev. Knoth, Kuttawa, filled the
^ LUCKY STORY Of
BLOOD-FEUD LASHES
N
HOUSE-BROKE
at
Sunthe Baptist church
pulpit
OUTLAW CANYON
day morning.
HUSBAND!
Lea mon Lowry, Evansville,
spent the weekend with his mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry and family.
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GO TO THE

CAPITOL

NOW SHOWING

2FEATURES
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The U. S. Agriculture Department says frozen orange juice
marketed in the 1948-'49 season
would make a block 60 feet wide,
five feet deep and a mile long.
AS SHOWN

STUDEBAKER CHAMPION
6-PASS., 2-DOOR CUSTOM SEDAN

$1532.09
Delivered In Princeton
State aid local tares, if any, extra

Pavan may vary Bightly In nearby nonmunities
aro Ia ellffirraneet in tronsportatton datives
Comparably low pylon* en *thaw
tiNadakva/vor Ch•replost Customs modal.,
4-4evoy avalan, 5-paaa. at/alight Gaup*.
basin*.coups
,vbira't in chnna• wilitoar nonce

The Studebaker Champion
is one ofthe4lowest price
largest selling cars!

Try A Leader Classified An!

Reap 4ft-exam salads, des.
aorta oft c
hantly in the
now oasy-to-9.5-of

RefLigagEst er
WILLIAM HOLDEN
JOAN CAULFIELD j
Crampod for space
in your rehlgorafar? This handy
RIM device sown
using rantallane
nos bouts.cup.,cllyluak for kftonfra.
ofe. Fin all maim' of refrlgorstors
or its boa... Transparent plea*
toe soesy NorofiAcation f contonaL

$1.98

sesiesileers
sea
Wee asereet
LOCATED ON BALCONY
Iii Hopkinaville hi

Hopkinsville Rd.

PLUS-

PhOne 2053

CAYCE-YOST CO.

BILLY DE KLEE
EDWARD ARN010
MONO tREEMAN
MARY PHIIIPS

,

2ND

FEATURE

BROODING MENACE!

_

lAil NM,AteW
Pa 77Y

inuN NODIAK
SYLVIA SIDNEY

GEORGE BRENT
VIRGINIA MAYO
TURHAN BEY
CAROLE LANDIS
ANN DVORAK
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Added Treats"MOUSE MAZURKA"
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ermanent Pasture
enewed In Spring
roves Profitable -H A. MABRY
(County Agent)
Sixteen acres of permanent
Stroube
sture on the Raymond
in the Hopson community
pasture for 18 head
Iv providing
livestock.
:
old pasture
The sixteen-acre
both ways in
:e!d was disked
spring- of 1949 and seeded to
,,s pounds of fescue, five
three
unds of orchard grass,
,.ands of red clover and one
acre
;ind of ladino clover per
dressing with 300 pounds
!•,r top
complete , ferr acre of 4-12-8
„ter
were
Ten head of dairy cows
on the field March 15 with

Phenothiazine Does
Not Chock Tapeworm
Widespread use of phenoth.lezine as the only worm treatment
for sheep'has led to the neglect of
lur--tatewautitui.- ow -a
leaflet on controlling tapeworm,
published by the college of Agriculture and Home Economies,
University of Kentucky.
Phenothiazine does not control
tapeworm even though it is successful in removing roundworms
in sheep, it is pointed out.
Lead arsenate is the remedy
for tapeworm.*
six more cows and two mules
added May I. All eighteen head
are still on the field.
Raymond says, "I seeded the
field to use as a night pasture for
my dairy cows but it has produced more than enough pasture for
continuous grazing for my cows
and two mules as well.”
More farmers each year are
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PTIST
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Inhabited
al Sir c
Ventur',
en r*ef
lied

boxes or baskets .or piles should autumn, usually find tbat sprouting has started, and only alight
be covered clese.•
benefit may reault from treating.
Experimentelly, treated p
them then. However, o much as
temperature
kitchen
toes
kept
at
Kentucky
Gardner,
By John S.
been gained, where
barely,started sprouting when un- a month has
College of Agriculture and
pains were taken to keep the
over
sprouts
'had
tubers
treated
Home Economics
I
.101.1111110.1111.1.1110111.1111101111111.11110.1.8”.11..1011111111111111
10 inches long, and treated pota- storage as cool as possible until,
-POTATOAPROUT 'CONTROL, - toes-Put-in'a cooled -ceHar stayed meter Tern ptrutures set'in.— —
Last year came many letters usable untiil the next crop came
asking about chemical treatment iff,.the untreated ones having beto prevent t h q ir come a tangle of sprouts and
increased their carrying capaeity for potatoes
in
storage, but some shriveled tubers.
sprouting
of
farms
by 50 per cent on the
came too late, as the best time
The ideal storage temperature
Ira Sieving and Hugh McCubbins
for using this treatment is just Its 40 degrees, difficult to hold in
Mrs. R. L. Maddox of the Green- of Taylor county.
after the potatoes have become 'midsummer. However, it may be
Your
wood Homemakers Club in Bell
Homemakers club members in mature. This year's early planted
well approached by filling the
county upholstered three chairs Fayette county number 662, an potatoes are now ready for digers
Headquart
by
cool
air
with
room
storage
in one month.
increase of 120 over lain year.
ging, or soon will be, and where opening the cellar windows or
For
Because of the large potato crop
Madison county farmers who a house cellar room may be had, the-cave ventilators at night, but
in McCreary county, plans are be- clipped their pastures in late May or a good cave storage, they keeping everything closed tightly,
By OLIVER C. ALLCOCK
ing made to market the tubers add early June are well satisfied should be dug and got indoors daytimes.
(Soil Conservationist)
county.
with the results.
Phone 3226
and treated.
How much is an acre of im- out of the
Those gardeners whose custom Hopkinsville Rd.
The full chemical name for the
Todd county farmers harvested
Spring top-dressing on pastures
Princeton, Ky.
proved pasture worth?
(or whose necessity) is to leave
seed from approximately 2,500 material is too long and too horuntil
W. P. Oldham, chairman of the
ested in the drainage of wet land of fescue and 1,500 acres of or- rible for setting down here, but the potatoes in the ground
board of supervieors of the local on their farms.
there are several trade-marked
chard grass.
soil conservation district, is keepS POND '
About 1,500 acres of corn in names for it that are easily rec- SI
ing records of the production of CONSTRUCT
E. S. Vickery of the Cedar Bluff Robertson county were destroyed ,ognized as carrying the idea. It
30 acres of improved pasture this
pond on by floods, a number of farmers comes in several forms. One is as
year. The pasture was seeded to community constructed a
the
replanting with early maturing a powder to be sifted among
Ky. 31 fescue and ladino clover his farm this week.
tubers, following the directions
Livestock make more gains hybrids.
in the spring of 1949.
printed on the package. Another
cool watDue to excessive rainfall, HickMr. Oldham has the following when there is plenty of
is as paper strips impregnated
field.
the
in
available
er
the
suffered
farmers
county
man
to say: "The 30-acre field prowith the material, these to be disMr. Vickery is working toward loss of about a third of their grass
duced 100 pounds of beef per
persed among the tubers. 'Both
Acprogram.
a
and legume seed crops and fifth
acre (by actual weight) in 52 a cattle and pasture
forms set free a gas that does
farm
of their small-grain crops.
days early this year. The cattle cording to his conservation
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
the work, and to contain it, the
were taken off the field so a seed plan, he is getting ready to sow
James D. Jones of Caldwell
Jer4y Hart, 4-H'er, had the outup your dead stock promptly, free of charge
crop could be harvested. The field several acres of Ky. 31 fescue county lost 19 sheep in one night
yielded 2,015 pounds of cleaned and ladino clover this late sum- by dogs, 10 of the sheep being standing strawberry project in
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
Whitley county, producing $265
ladino clover seed. There will be mer and early fall.
registered animals.
fourth-acre.
a
from
worth
Asabout 2,000 to 2,500. ',Minds of MAPS RECEIVED
The Boyd County Livestock
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
cleaned fescue serk which has
Land capability maps have sociation will pay $500 reward
not been cleaned yet. There were been received at the soil .conser- for information leading to con400 bales of straw:
vation district office for Corden viction of cattle thieves in the
"On July 4th," he continued, Woodall of the White Sulphur county..
"the cattle were turned back on community, Teddy Holt of the
In Montgomery county, homethe field. It is now pasturing one Crider community, Calvin Oates makers borrowed 2,575 books
We pay all phone charges.
steer per acre. It is expected that of the Briarfield community, from the traveling suitcase libraCALL 2210
the field will produce 150 pounds John L. Watson of the Farmers- ry during the past year.
MARK CUNNINGHAM. Aga
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3698
more beef per acre for the rest ville community, Richard Hart,
The Vigo variety of wheat
Complete I nsui enc. Semi ,
other
to
of the year."
superior
111 W. Market St.
Otter Pond community, Crider again proved
Mr. Oldham will make avail- Brothers, Fredonia, and Dr. J. J. varieties grown in Webster counhis
of
results
able the complete
ty
Rosenthal, Princeton,
•
pasture on this field at the end
of the year.
Improved pasture is one of the
best soil and water conservation
measures. It also greatly increases the net farm income.
FARM PLANS MADE
Complete soil and water conservation farm plans were made
this week oh the tarries of Elvin
Dunning of the Pleasant Grove
community, Calvin Oates and Roy
Stallins of the Briarfield *community.
Mr. Oates and Mr. Stallins were
especially interested in finding
suitable locations for ponds for
livestock water. All were inter-
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on Aug. 3rd, 4th, and 5th
For the 1950 All American Aberdeen Angus Breeders'

FUTURITY SHOW, Lexington, Ky.
$40,000 in Premiums
Sale—Aug. 5 at 2 p.m.

Night Shows-Aug. 3 and 4—at 8 p.m.

Aberdeen
Tht finest young heifers and bulls from the top
Angus herds of the country will be judged by nationally
and internationally known experts
CLASSES
Summer Senior Yearling Bulls
Senior Yearling Bulls
Junior Yearling Bulls
Summer Yearling Bulls
Senior Bull Calves
Junior Bull Calves
Summer Senior Yearling Heifers
Senior Yearling Heifers
Junior Yearling Heifers
•

Summer Yearling Heifers
Senior Heifer Calves
Junior Heifer Calves
Junior Champion Bull
Senior Champion Bull
Grand Champion Bull
Junior Champion Female
Senior Champion Female
Grand Champion Female

show lot
Die Grand Champion Bull and Grand Champion Female will
S.
Supreme. Champion of Ph. 1 930 Futurity, at 70 a.m., Aug.
attendance, a
It's your opportunity to support, by your
as an
great Kentucky Show that can be kept in the state
of the
annual event to contribute to the development
whole Kentucky livestock industry.
members,
A special invitation is extended to 4-H Club
attend
Future Farmers, Veterans, and farmer-breeders to
world.
the greatest show of Aberdeen Angus cattle in the

To be held at the Kt./m.10nd race track, 5 miles from
Lexington, on the Versailles pike
For further Information, write to:

Box 298, Danville, Kentucky

Keduck

,C4mmotsweallA

HARRY F. WALTERS
Coinrnittioner of Agriculture •
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AND-60RY Of A
-POO
MOP!

H. C. P'Peol Tractor
And Implement Co.

Improved Pasture Ky. Farm News
Proves Valuable
On Caldwell Farm

Ferguson Tractors

Dend Stock
WANTED

by

finding that they can renew old
pastures in the fall or spring and
with good results by top dressing
with fertilizers and lime when
needed and reseeding after disking lightly.
When this method of renewing
old pastures in the fall is used it
has the advantage of having firmer looting to hold livestock when
pasturing the field the fall and
winter after seeding, as well as
not having to loosen the soil with
a plow, making it more subject
to erosion.
Stubble from the old pasture
disked in and that left growing
also acts as a protective mulch
for the new seeding.
GOOD SEED YIELD
Ernest Baker, Crider, harvested
640 pounds of clean ladino clover
seed from four acres with a vacuum seed harvester.
The clover was mowed a n d
baled, lea,iiiie-the-fteite clean for
vacuuming. The baled clover will
be threshed later.

V.11 or "Six- elle xtepo out like no
other low priced ear. Yet you can
nin a V41 for hundreds less than
"Size."—. Ford "Six" fOt
'men lee&

Ford's 35% easier-acting King-Size
Brakes use ear momentum to help
you
you atop. Like Ford'. extra-rugged
Body, they Five You
the kind of protection you (1 expert
oats of costliest cars. And for ailifrd
safety and comfort, there's the low
and level ”Mid Ship.
'Ride—you're
cradled between the wheels.

ittelwhat a AVIVe".
al/the wag/

Tst-Dxive

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company
We will resist all unwarranted price rises with all our might.
point conWe will make every effort to hold our inventories at the lowest
hoarding, whether by wholesistent with good service to ourcustomers, because
salers, retailers or consumers, will cause higher prices.
ng in
We will continue to maintain the lowest profit rate generally prevaili
each dollar
the entire retail industry. Our net profit now is less than one cent on
nf sales.
We will continue to strive for more efficient distribution.
line so as to
We will fight waste of food, or time, or money all along the
narrow the spread between wholesale and retail prices.
for your
We will devote all our energies to giving you the most good food
money every day of the week.
the best
We will strive always to do what is honest, fair, sincere and in
interest of our country and'ourcustomers.

What a stopper!

}Ord.* the ”Faahion Car of the
Year... And Ford. Coy good looking
%oil baked-on finiah -"matle to live
That mean, high resale
value which, with Ford's low running coot., arils real airings.

1

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

A Pledge to the American People

What a stepper.
PD.

THE GARDEN

FIRE
INSURANCE

KENTUCKY IS HOST TO THE NATION

-2

P •Flys

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Thursday, July 27, 1950

5°FIRD

low profit policies
As most or you know, this company and the low cost,
that built it are under attack.
the anti-trust
We are defending ourselves against a suit brought by
lawyers to put A&P out of business.
takes preceBut the greater conflict in which our country is now engaged
dence over-all else.
and
Today, with our boys fighting in Korea, we believe that all citizens
es wholeheartedly to
all businesses, big and little, should devote themselv
the public interest.
unhesitatingly
We promise the American people that we will cooperate
with our national government in the present crisis.
to
We promise you that we will continue to do everything in our power
on your
put more buying power in your food dollar and more good food
dinner table. ,

.
t'it '161
71,‘,aa MUM
alas
/1111/1"a
woe'

RAN''PH MO

John A. Hartford, Chairman

Phone 2028
Milewer.WAsernas
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Murray Ladies Viso
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A community gat-to-gether was
Several
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stephens
awalberl'of
rep6
itd10
orkwor
and daughter; Betty Joe, of Bar- held at the home of'Mr. and Mrs. ray Garden Club wer,
oana
ocotd
th$42
r
g.
2td.
tofrot
teW, Florida, are visiting Mr. and Aryl! Bates with Rev. D. Mc- the PriricetonRose ;„ •
Mrs. Anson Ituykendall and Mrs. Knight in charge of the making Club last Thurs.:ley
,
ylEimiL which consisted of prayer and visited the flower
Main street.
azaiMe
et
xtwir
,arn
daimith
J.
Leeeht
sard•,
singing. Twenty-five local folks and
Ann.
Mrs. R9by.11141„,,,,
0tettnrrfrum
•
1'3.
has been spending the summer •alL8nRTed-11114.1761geiilkirdt,
Milsiead - Hill •
• Entertain With Bridge
Mrs,
Grove
and
were
Mr.
fprthday Party
ant
with her grandmother, will reSmith, and Mr.
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and
;odv
Hugh McGowan and Mr. C.
offne
ai'agt t:feiadrn i
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Engagement Announced , For Mrs. James Thomas
Mrs. Willard Moore .entertaintr!e.:n
turn home with them.'
.
'Sparks.
7oa0aII j•o
Rogers and Mr. Elliott Mitchell.
Mr. Wil*AU. Milstead of 106
Mrs. Dan Wood' and • little
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan and Mrs. ed with a birthday party Monday,
After the tour of
Mr. and Mrs. James Fr.ank/in
go.,
Baldwin Avenue, Princeton, an- C. H. Jaggers entertained with July 17, in honor of her daughter,
daughter, Dianne, and little son,
and son, David, of Paducah, were on were guests at a r
nounces the engagement of his a bridge party Friday at the home Cecile, who celebrated her fifth
Farm,
Dan III, of Blue Lantern
the
George
recent
visitors
Coon
of Mr. ahd Mee.
etycih.
mi eitnnhgtea lento or.trchih
daughter, Rosie Marie, to Arnold of Mrs. Jaggers in honor of Mrs. birthday.
Hopkinsville, spent last Wedneaire
ero)
a recording of theLittr,
duy Nabb.
The guests were Carolyn Pick'R. Hill of Indianapolis, 'Indiana. James Thomas, . who is visiting
day and Thursday with Mr. and
tise.,
All-American
Bobby Shoher is visiting Mr.
The wedding will take place the her mother, Mrs. J. A. Morgan. ens, Judy Black Stallins, Nfarilyn
Mrs. Claude Wood, Linwood and Mrs. Rodma
n Redd of Guth- which was held rel.,
early part of August.
Farm.
•
Guests Included Mesdames Hil- Childress, Glenda Morgan, Harplayed.
rie.
Refreshments
Carolyn Croft, Rosie Beck,
Mr. Hill is the son of Mr. and lery Barnett, Peter Pitke, Mary riett Hobgood, Susie Crider, PaMrs. TbIley Choice and Mrs. ved at the Country C],,
Sarah Richie, Lou Nell Russell, Guys Nabb attende
Mrs., Adra Hill of Dalton, Ky.
Mason, Harry Joiner, Jr., Jim tricia Smith, Lucy Jahe Jaggers,
d the fair at : Murray guests were
:
Charles Adams and Billy Price, Paduca
Walker, Conway Lacy, Tom Sim- Virginia Carol Jones, Ann Ranh last Friday.
Leland Owen, It c,
dolph
and
Carol
accomp
Hughey
Jimmy
anied
by
Morril
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mons, Freddie Stallins, Stanley
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hamby and Doran, Hall Hood,
Bridal Shower Honors
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son, spent Monday and Tuesday
Sharp, Billy McElroy, Willard
upfrplehustaotuiitcufmayterhiieednnagdgte001:fe.qounluttohfuti
son of Hopkinsville were week- by, G. B. Scott, A. 0
e
Mrs. Ray Newman
in Georgetown visiting George- end guests
Moore, Ralph Blazier, Cooper Mrs. McElroy Entertains
p sil
of Mr. and Mrs. I. T. E. Windsor, E. J.
Bealr
town college.
Mrs. R. M. Oliver, East Main Crider, Ralph Randolph, Gordon
Sholar
'
Wrather
Tuesday Bridge Club
Mrs. Elmer _Rumley and chilstreet, entertained with a bridal Lisanby, Harry Long, Elmo Woodity r'
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The Tuesday afternoon bridge
dren of Detroit are visiting her
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nsepv wanted
shower in honor of Mrs, R a y ard, and Misses Vergie Barnett
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parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. John."111MANOL
Newman on Tuesday, July 18, and Carwin Cash, and the hon- club met at the home of Mrs. Billy McElroy on North Jefferson
son, and sister, Mrs. Billy McEloree.
at 3 p. m.
street. Members present ..were SKY BORNE ROCKET:. Rising into a cloud-dotted sky,•a V-2 roy and Mr. McElroy.
Refreshments were served to
el:
0(150.st
duties
iekseeof g
Prizes were won by Mrs. Torn•
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lowry and
Mesdames Jessie Williamson, Simmons, Mrs. Willard Moore and 'Nfrs. Richard Morgan, Mrs. Har- rocket, carrying a WAC Corporal rocket in It nose—takes off at
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Hopkins
Lowry,
Mrs. Freddie Stallins, Mrs.
ville road. They
Gray, Edith Mounds, R. M. Oliver,
,trhyh,asrefagurnish
The Polly Anna Sunday School Stanley Sharp and ,Miss Cynthia Wirephoto)
attended last rites for Mrs. LowWalter Barney, Van Curtin, Earl
ry's aunt, Mrs. Charlea Ralif
Wynn, Walter Rogers, John Call, Class of the First Baptist Church Ann Cunningham.
tkeinfirs-prttreinlaacnmhdeerdtsh. can'te aiirnuddr‘n
Goodwin, in Greenville, Missis, Sunday
Mary Hewlett, Frances Clayton, met Tuesday evening, July 18, at
afternoon and Mrs. Lowmeeting house.
sippi,
for the past week.
Leslie Vick, Cook Oliver, R. G. the home of Mrs. Mitchell Row- Mrs. DeBell
ry and Ann Garrett remained for
Hostes
rergn wbeorrigshhii
sym,
I
e
t
t
h
en
Major and Mrs. Ernest DurMcClelland, Charlie McElroy, T. land, Highland Avenue, with
a visit with other relatives and
To Faithful Workers
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Conners, ham, who are enroute from the friends
A. Drennan, Hugh Blackburn, Mrs. James White, co-hostess.
.
Mrs. Barkley Townes gave the
The Faithful Workers, Sunday of Chicago, are visiting Mrs. Guy Panama Canal Zone to Fort
Elwood Rogers, G. W. Francis,
Luther Sell, Roy Rowland, Jr., devotional. After the business School Class of the White Sulphur Martin at the home of her moth- Leavenworth, Kansas, were guests
a
Scohmoo
.lnvieon!unadnady w
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Morgan
Robert Morse, Hugh Francis, meeting, refreshments were ser- Baptist Church, met with Mrs. er, Mrs. J. A. Steger.
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the
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followi
Shirley DeBell July 16.
P. EldMrs. Durham
Tom Brown, G. H. Sharp and
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• Union. M. P.
Mesdames Marshall Ethridge,
daughters, Melvin Mitchell, RichMrs. DeBell gave the devotion- red, Louisville, are guests of his was Louise Jones, a former music
L ons.Ot
parents
re of deac
teacher
,
Mr.
and Mrs. Dique Eldin the Princeton schools.
ard earner, Seldon Pruett, Lee Johnnie Smith, James Wells, al. Mrs. James Son gave a
Bible red, West Main street.
Wells,
are W.
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Jones and
Hodge and Lyle Wilhelm, Misses Barkley Townes, John Ferguson, quiz while Mrs. Bob Fralick
Several people have been athad
ett, Charles B.
Mrs. John Miller, Fort Knox, son, David, have been spending
Bessie Richie, Masie Cook and Virginia Brown, Clelland Carr, charge of Bible drill.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Orland New- their vacation with his parents, tending the revival in a brush
Brad Lacy, Jerry Adams, Lewis
Edith Hogan.
Refreshments were served to som
;
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jones. Mr. arbor at Ray }till.
os nrl, Jr., is
Leitchfield, John Hopper, Burhl
and family this weekend.
i.iiila3rm
the following: Mesdames
Mrs. Meca Vinson still is
Bob
Mr. and Mrs. Shellie Lewis vis- Wylie Jones was ill with virus
Mr. and Mrs. Elt Holt, West Hollowell, and Misses Elaine Mor- Fralick,
t of the Sunday Sc
Mr.
Edward
and
Mrs.
Lewis Cartwright
Young, Elwood ited Mr. and Mrs. I. Z.
director of the
Main street, have been visiting ris and Doris Bragdon.
Lewis pneumonia while visiting here.
Rogers, James Son, William RogSunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Brown of near Princeton. Mr. and Mrs.
The next meeting will be a picJohn Satterfield is
Mrs. Bolt's sons in Louisville this
ers, Shirley DeBell, Alma BrashJerald
Harper and daughters,
Satterfield is di
nic meeting at Kuttawa Springs.
Mrs. J. W. Horning, Reba and and son, Philip, visited his mothweekend.
er and Miss Pauline Paris.
Dale, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Roberts er, Mrs. Mary Brown, of the Misses Hilda and Louise, spent
-aslunrienrg and M
Mrs.
.
W
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were in Evansville on business Farmersville community this Sunday afternoon with their
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Barbee, and
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WALKER HAS IT
If you're last in this crowd you
Monday of this week.
weekend. They were enroute to grandfather and father, Mr. W.
J. Locke Humphries of Hopkins- Celebrates Birthday
U. Tosh and Mrs. Tosh.
Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Egbert their home in Detroit.
ville and Miss Lurtine Hum- With Swimming Party
might be too late! Join those happy
Mrs. Victor Tosh and Oma,
phries of Cadiz spent last ThursM iss Becky Humphries cele- and daughter. Detroit, are visit- B. M. Stone, Paducah, spent Mrs. Lexie
Tosh
and
Naomi,
athunters who are finding men's wear
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry day with Mr. and Mrs. Claude brated her fifteenth
ing friends and relatives In the weekend with h i 5 mother,
birthday rePrinceton and the Farmersville Mrs. Mary Stone, and other rela- tended t h e Caldwell County
DIAL 3211
Wood, Linwood Farm.
,
cently with a swimming party
barga
Sunday
ins during the big clearance at
School
at community.
Convention at Mt.
tives and friends.
Kuttawa and a picnic supper at
Olivet General Baptist Church
The
W.
White
J.
Cantrel
Sulphur revival is
l, who has been a
the springs. Those attending
our store!
last Thursday.
were
Misses Pat Quisenberry, Mickey patient in the Physicians a n d now in progress with the Rev 'Mrs.
Carrie
Woodal
l
spent
a
Crabtre
e conducting services.
Cravens, Connie Stevens, Donna Surgeons Hospital, Portland, OreShirts, Sport Shirts, Hats, Ties,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Carner, Ev- few days with her aunt, Miss
Boitnott, Chloe Winters, Miss gon, after suffering a heart atNannie
Dalton,
recentl
y.
Handk
erchiefs, Slacks, Spring Suits,
Humphries' mother and sister, tack, will arrive soon to recuper- ansville, spent the weekend with
U.S. 41-A and Country Club Boulevard at
Mrs. Duke Rogers visited her
Mrs. R. T. Humphries and Miss ate in the home of his sister, Mrs. his mother, Mrs, J. II. Carner. father,
Summer Suits -- all are included and
Mr. W. U. Tosh, Tuesday
Ann HumphrieS. Miss Humphries John Wylie, West Main street. ." Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Carner and Wednes
day of last week.
Frank Pasteur, Paducah, spent and John H. also were guests.
more!
received several nice gifts.
Mrs. C. M. Tosh and daughter,
Mrs. Lillie Belle Childress has
the weekend with his family on
happy to bring, fo
Melvill
e,
and
Mrs. Lawrence Rogreturned from a buying trip to
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Hopkinsville street.
ers were visitors of Mrs. Meca
Leader Congratulates
Morning
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McConnell, .St- Louis for the Lillie Belle
Vinson who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard E. Market, spent several days in shoppe.
Now Open -- New Management, Better
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson and
Hester, Eddyville, on the birth
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Garrett
Food,
of Louisville last week where they
THE
a son, Charles Scott Hester, July were guests in the home of
and children of Evansville were Wayne visited his parents, Mr.
Ikr.
Lower Prices, Faster Service.
17, at the Princeton Hospital.
rsrent visitors of Mr. and Mrs. S. and Mrs. Lexie Tosh recently.
and Mrs. W. R. Whitehead.
"Dad and Lad" Store
B. M. Stone, Paducah, spent the .1. Satterfield, Eddy Creek.
BRING
• • •
Weddings in Afghanistan often
The carriage room is available for partie
Princeton
Mr. and Mrs. Reg Catlett,
Mrs. Dorothy Wilson, employee are held at five
Ken*
s.
411 weekend with his mother, Mrs.
o'clock in the
SMITH'
of Sears Order Office, is on a morning.
East Market, on the birth of
Open daily and Sunday, 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
a Mary Stone, North Harrison.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bright two weeks' vacation.
daughter, Regina Ann Catlett,
Patruna
at
ge of
Mrs. Ora Beesley, South Semand Mrs. Fred McConnell spent
July 19.
tensing To
inary,
left
Monday
Wednes
in Evansville.
day for a visit
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Clelland Carr and with her son, Major W. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Watson,
Morse,
and Mrs. Morse, Louisdaughter are spending their vaRoute 1, on the birth of a son, cation
in Cadiz visiting relatives. ville.
William Jeffery Watson, July 23. They will go on
XI% and Mrs. Fred Talley ento Kentucky
Lake for fishing. Mr. Carr is as- tertained with a neighborhood
sistant manager of J. C. Penney birthday party in honor of the
seventh birthday of their son,
Company.
Mr. Paul Watson, Farmersville, Barry, Saturday, July 22.
'
Miss Anna Garrett Ratliff, New
entertained with a pound supper
Mrs. Sarah A. Guess
York,
is
Friday
visiting
night.
relatives and
Funeral services for Mrs. Sarah
Mrs. William Brelsford spent friends after being called here by
H. Guess, 90, former resident of
the
death
of
the
her aunt, Mrs. Charweekend in Paducah with her
Dycusburg, who died Monday at
the home of a daughter, Mrs. Viv- mother, Mrs. J. W. Phillips, es Ratliff.
Among
4
the guests in the home
ian Travis, Gary, Ind., were held brother Kermit Phillips and famof Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper
at 2:30 p.m. Wednesday at Seven ily.
,
Mr. and Mrs. John Van, West Hopkinsville street, Sunday were
Springs Baptist church, with the
44:ADDING
Rev. M. W. Hall and the Rev. Frankfort, Illinois, and Mr. and Fred Howard and daughters,
Frances
Lee
Mrs.
and
John
Mary
H.
Stineba
Catheri
ugh, Clarksne,
John T. Cunningham officiating.
portable
Burial was in Caldwell Springs dale, Mississippi, were weekend Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Jack
pl
ybotir
T°T.g.h.
Brown
and
guests
daughte
of
r,
Mr.
and
"Becky", of
Mrs. J. H.
cemetery.
:n
Fort Campbell, and John Sigler,
Stinebaugh.
selectio
Survivors are three sons, James,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hutchin- chief of police of Providehce.
as you would
Henry and Arlin Guess, 'all of
Mrs. Jack Cunningham has reson have been on vacation to Mt
. its the bi
Gary; four daughters, Mrs.
turned to her home on Good
Earl
Bell, Mrs. Archie Turley and Vernon, Illinois, to visit Mr street
Can
get.
after
Hutchinson's sister, Mrs. Edwar
spending two weeks
Mrs. Travis, all of Gary,
in Louisville where she
and Murphy.
under• NUL
Mrs. Charlie Duncan, Dycusb
went
urg;
treatment • at St. Joseph's
Miss Chloe Ann Winter
two brothers, Charlie and Oscar
g
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thoma liospital. Her condition is rePolk, both of
Summersville Winters, has been visiting M' ported satisfactory.
The
Tenn.; a step-son, J. W. Guess,t
Miss Louise IVIays, Mechanic
Peggy Bradford of Paducah fo
N.
Marion: and two step-daught
Court
Sq.
street is spending her vacatio
ers, the past week.
n
Mrs. J. M. DuBass, Dycusb
urg,
Mrs. J. D. Stephens and son with her sister, Mrs. James
and Mrs. Walter Green, of
Creekmur and Mr. Creekmur,
Fre- George, Washington street,
in
have
donia.
been visiting her brother, Mettle Nashville.
"It's Another
Mrs. 0. M. Shultz, Jr., and
son,
Everett, Cradfordsville, Arkansas, are expected here today
for
a visit with Rev: and Mrs.
Sou$ Main S
0. M.
Shultz, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas McConnell, Hopkinsville
atreet.
A Fred "Dutch" Howard and
two
daughters, Frances Lee and Mary
Catherine, have returned to their
TH
home in Chicago after spendi
ng
several daysevisiting friends
here.
Phillip Foster, Paducah,
This Is your op
has
Mats yew a new
been a guest of his grandmother,
portable is a thrilling
absolute audio
Mrs. M. L. Blythe, and Mr. and
sew design with the
one of Hopki
Mrs. Louard Egbert of Hopkin
sns
ville street.
Drew Miracle Tab

a,

Judy Peebles

Her Hammond Electric Organ will
be at the PRINCETON HOTEL, Sun.

pwonal

News Happenings
At Good Spring

day, July 30, from 12 to 1 P. tit

DON'T Follow
The Crowd —
Join It!

P

INSECTICIDES

COACH and FOUR INN

FUR

CHESMOTEL LODGE,

WOOD BROS.

H

Deaths & Funerals

th a Remingt

the all new

110P •

remington
personal typewriter

I. ,p4 special

411 Stionomeit -%/teddie4.
ad

Value is assured, because here's the

newest product of the proudest, the maw

NAM*

Rand, It's Au. New,
new in design, new in engineering, as sweet a
piece of typing mechanism as you've seen in
many a long day.
Performance is assured by the 15 exclusive and
plus value features bunt into this handsome new
portable typewriter. It gives you brilliant typing
that is thrilling to experience. Smooth as a pieoe
of fine silk Easy to operate—It has the features
usually found only on office typewriters.
Come see it today. Experience the thrill of
typing at its best.

IN TYPSWILITER8—Remingt0n

The Princeton Leader
Phone 2141

INFANT'S SUMMER DRESSES
Sizes 0 to 41/2 . • . REDUCED
BOYS' SUMMER SUITS
Sizes 0 to 6... REDUCED
•
See This Barga ns on Summer Dresse
s Now On
Sale At - - -

Sida and La /fail

Chuck's Grill
Now Open!
With

Sandwiches
Short Orders
French Fries
Homemade Pies
Breakfast Served

tiers! With-d;shi-Wich an errs ileibre
al,
••••0
trim! A dress no man's eye can bypass.
Libt s
;--with its sidelong symmetry!
Black ot brovin-ot
new, beautiful-to-west quadrill
e ribbed rarood"rgeps.'llirlasc
12 so 20.,

choice with m
rounding scene
hack to a Cr
rillet the discri
mends immddi
r°rt Campbell,
Sr attracting n
to issue reven
u
rapidly.

$22.95

OPENS A. M. to 1WIDNITE!
Quick Carry-Out Servhie

Pie

11

susY time

'earl cucceasral
eternitlint: char

2011 WEST MAIN STREET

"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

4
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Superintendent Of City .
Schools Moves Here

ion Service
'Sunday

Page dnii)•
Lied fl
Training School
perk worth $42.20. Bro. Training school for recreation
epoited 165 pounds of leaders of Homemakers Clubs of
Bro. How- Caldwell, Lyon and Trigg counit $26.50 and
of salt ties was held in Eddyville July
:led 100 pounds

Ruel W. Cairnes, recantly-elected superintendent of Princeton
with' Mrs.
Schools, together
Cairnes and their four-year-old
daughter, arrived in Princeton
yesterday and has moved Into
OC
the C. T. Pollard family, 502 West
Main street.
Mr. Calrnes has been superintendent of Barbourville Schools
for the Past three years. Prior to
that time he has had various experience in educational- work and
in the Armed Forces.

•'W. Vinson offered a
the prsie
ioderate dram drinking
contrary .to divine reveCod
n offense against
'mental to the-cause. The
f the Church show that
lution was lost "by an
iming majority,"
il, 1856, a lady was excon memberthin in the
cause she claimed she
1 future events by turn• that had coffee grounds
refused to quit the praceyents,
p edicting future
-ifr some of her friends
k she wanted to know
they were going to die

Mrs. Claude McConnell, Otte
ond Club, gave the suggeste
ptember program to the grou
nd the Trigg County Homemak
rs directed the games for Clc
ober.
Games and songs' for the yea
were taught by Home Agents Ma
athryn Illackford and Wilm
Vandiver. Miss Eleanor Whitting
sill outlined duties of the recrea
ion leaders.
Miss Luretti Traylor, Quin
4-H club member, was accompanst for the group. Present from
aldwell county were Mrs. Ralph
,riffin, Crider Club; Mrs_ Roy
Traylor, Quinn Club; Mrs. Claude
cConnell, Otter Pond Club, an
Miss Helen Beck, Eddyville Road
Club. •
uties 31 the sexton were
the minutes of the early liamson is president of the W.M.0
specifying "to keep the
M. P. Brown, present church
TM clean, furnish good clerk, has served for the past 2
d keep good fires when years and his father,, the late G.
r, furnish candles and G. Brown, served the church i
m trimmed, furnish wat- the sanne•capacity for 40 years.
e preachers and keep pr- Wiliam P. C. Caldwell was the
meeting house."
first pastor of the church in .1843.
Cy, the Eddy Creek Succeeding pastors were Willi
has a membership of over Champion, John White, Elde
regular worship service Patterson, T. S. Montgorriery
first and third Sundays, John F. White, William Gregston
.e Sunday School, Train- M. G. Alexander, S. Y. Trimble
:on, and Woman's Mis- William Rowland, J. H. Spurlin
Union. M. P. Brown. is C. E. Perryman, J. H. Spurlin, J
n of deacons. Other dea- S. Miller, J. T. Cunningham, L
W. L. Wells, Vernon L. Spurlin, L. B. Hooks, E. R
t, Charles B. Lester and Noel, L. B. Hooks, L. J. Knoth
W. W. Johnson, John Ivey, an
lhamson.
the present pastor, W. B. Ladd.
. Brown, Jr., is superinSix of the former pastors o
of the Sunday School and
director of the church. the church are still living. The
T. Cunningham, L. B
n Sattarfield is pianist. inelude J.
Satterfield is direcotr of 'Hooks, E. R. Noel, L. L. Spurlin
an
ining Union, W. L. Wells L. J. Knoth, W. W. Johnson
l•on de m n ing

omit of
sts at
coon
of the
heap
held
eshmenis
ountry
ests w
• H. c,
Hood,
tt,

'
E.:J. Beal

TO

UNION SERVICE SUNDAY
Union services. will be held at
the First Christian Church at 710
p.m. Sunday, it is announced. The
Rev, Floyd A. Loperfido, pastor
of the Central Presbytellan
Church, will conduct the service.
His subject will be "To What Extent Are We Christians."
•

ATTEND CONFERENCE

The X-ray was so called because
its inVentqr, Wilhelm ' Rontgen,
could devise' no better ;name for
what was then considered an
"unknown quantity."
First step to establish the Ma- •
rine.Corps was on November 10,
1775, when the Contirental Congress aufftirized two 'biatfalIonif:--e,

According to tile latlonal-AssoFirst Marine Corps officer was
elation of Home Builders, the life
expectancy of a modern house is First Lieutenant John Trevett.
about 100 years.' The life expec- He reported for duty on board the
- "Columbus" in November, 1775.
tancy of a person is 66 years.
About 90 per cent of violets
A motor road leads up to the
crater rim of Mount Capulin, ep- used for commercial purposes in
tince Volcano in northeastern New the United States, are grown
around Rhinebeck, New York.
Mexico.

The Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido,
pastor of the Central Presbyterian Church, will attend a Presbyterian Pastor's conference at the
Louisville Presbyterian Theological seminary during the week of
July '31 to August 5, it is announced.

RETURNS FROM HOSPITAL

and Catcher Guy Weilman of
innkkitt TO SING CAUSES FRACAS AT BALL GAME: Policemen
ball park at Louisville, Ky.,
the visiting St. Paul baseball team jumped intp the stands at the
who was approaching his dugMonday night after some spectator tossed beer at a St. Paul player
result of the interruption. (AP
out. Two spectators were arrested on charges of irunkenness as a
Wirephoto)

Washington
Letter

Commonwealth's Attorney Alvin Lisanby, who has been confined to the Jennie Stuart Hospital since July 4 with a badly injured ankle, returned to his home
on Eddyville road. Friday. Mr.
Lisanby is recuperating satisfactorily but is still confined to his
home most of the time.

RECOVERING FROM SURGERY
Deadline Near On 'Motor. Mrs. Ray Martin, who under-

Operator's Licenses

went major surgery at the IlliApproximately 2,000 of the nois Central Hospital in Paducah
4,000 motor vehicle operator's li- Monday, was reported resting and
censes expected to be sold in the recovering satisfactorily by memBy Jane Eads
county had been purchased Wed- bers of the family Wednesday
TruWashington — President
nesday afternoon, Mrs. H. C She is expected home in the 'next
man isn't the only American who Averdick, circuit court clerk,
ten days, it was stated.
likes a porch on his house. A re- said.
'
•
cent survey of northeastern farm
The law provides that all opetfamilies reveals that 93 per cent
ators of motor vehicles must
want at least one porch and more
have 1950-51 cards by August 1.
than half want two porches.
may be made in person,
Renewal
The northeastern survey is the by proxy, or mailing 1949-50
first in a country-wide study be- cards to Mrs. Averdick. Mail oring conducted to obtain basic ders must include stamped, selffacts about farm family housing . addressed return envelopes, it
needs and wants. The object is was stated.
to obtain data which can be used
to develop standards for improv- State To Blacktop 3.2
ing existing houses and planning
new ones. The Bureau of Human Miles Shady Grove Road
Bids will be received on August
Nutrition and Home Economics of
the Agriculture Department is 11 for blacktopping of the Princemaking the study in cooperation ton-Shady Grove road, beginning
with state agricultural colleges at Farmersville and extending to
and experiment stations.
the interesection with KY 70, a
The families included in the distance of 3.2 miles, Highway
northeastern survey want a-front" Commissioner John A. Keck noporch, primarily for leisure and tified Judge Pickering last week.
recreational purposes. An open Highway 70 is the road extending
app' t tiring, for your listening pleasure each Sunday
porch would suit a third of these, from Fredonia to Madisonville.
17 per cent would want a screenMorning — 8:30 to 9 A. M. — WPKY
ed porch and 28 per cent a com- rwo New Members Are
bination screened and glazed. An
At Kiwanis
even larger percentage of the Introduced
Rube McKnight, district manfamilies in, the survey want the
back porch enclosed . . . for eat- ager for Kentucky Utilities here,
BRING YOUR REQUESTS TO
ing in the summer time, for food and J. C. Berry, Illinois Central
preparation, drying clothes and shop foreman, were introduced as
SMITH'S FURNITURE STORE
new members of the Princeton
uses.
other
Harmonaires
Patronage of This Store Will Keep The
the organizaThe northeastern survey, just Kiwanis Club at
weekly meeting
Coming To You Each Sunday Morning
published in book form by the tion's regular
at t h e Princeton
Cornell University Press and cost- Wednesday
Hotel.
ing $3.50, shows among many
other things that more than
ENTERS SCHOOL
three fourths of the families live CAMERON
Harold Campbell Cameron has
in houses at least 50 year old.
Forty-four per cent of the homes left for Glendale, California,
were built more than a century where he has enrolled in the Calago. Also: The popularity of the Aero Technical Institute in the
one-story house is on the increase. aeronautical engineering departAbout 75 out of every 100 houses ment. He has been connected with
in the area now have two to the Ben Franklin store here for
three stories. Only three out of the past year and is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Cameron,
100 have one story.
There is a preference for a first Hopkinsville street.
floor bathroom. Basements and
VISITS HERE
cellars are considered a necessity. JUDGE SMITH
Judge Ira D. Smith, HopkinsCentral heating is almost univerdesired, though less than ville, candidate for the DemocraModal 7171-3 sally
portable TOPflight has the 10-key
tic nomination for appellate
one half of the families have it
District, was
ed keyboard ... gives you autonow. About 50 per cent of the judge in the First
popresent houses have a pantry and in Princeton Monday visiting
column selection. Just enter figONlY
litical leaders and voters. He was
the number wanted in the new
as you would write them! See it
accompanied by John T. King,
houses would be the same.
.. . it's the biggest dollar value
'Cadiz, commonwealth's attorney
Most want a dining room, but
in the Third District.
n get.
they also want space for eating
$99,4/9.99
greatTO
the
of
TOTALS
One
kitchen.
the survey tell me they believe
in thee
• MULTIPLIES • LISTS it
est needs in the farmhouse is for reports from other areas will rethe
relieve
will
veal similar needs and Wants;
work space that
pressure now centered on the with variations in planning to
kitchen. Researchers conducting suit climate and uses peculiar
Phone 2141
to the community.

Candidate For The Court Of Appeals
Judge Smith asks your support of his record. As a Citizen
and Veteran! As a Lawyer and Judge! Twenty-three years
service as circuit judge of the Third Judicial District of Ky.
Endorsed by the Bench and Bar and People of Western
Kentucky who recognize his experience and fitness to serve!

The hedge hog is notorious for
its snake-killing poclivities. It
bites the victim near the tail,
then cudls up and lets the snake
strike repeatedly, injuring itself
on the hog's spine. Alter the
snake is exhausted, the hedge
hog simply bites his victim into
pieces and eats it.

Hear Judge Smith on WHOP Friday, July 28 at
6:55 P. M.

New patterns! New colors! New styling in

FURNITURE STCRE
Princeton, Ky.

It's

,other

Selling"
Hansbrough Auction -Over 35 Years Successful

BEAUTIFUL CAMPBELL HEIGHTSWide Streets

-

Rondo is right for Fall!
Smart Prints and Solids to
fit every need. Buy Now
and Save.

Penney's luxury cotton, fit for your
finest fall and bock-to-school sowing

Tops For Quality
Tops For Style
Tops For Color
At Rock Bottom Prices

Here's why we call Silvermoon a gem among
cottons: FINEST QUALITY fabric, Sanforized and mercerized for lasting fit, looks;
DISTINCTIVE NEW PATTERNS, so well
styled you'll be proud to sew them for
your very best apparel; EASY TO SEW
— so smooth and soft draping; AND SO
THRIFTY at Penney's tiny price!
t9winkage will not exceed 1%

•Re,g. U.S. Poi. OIL

Here's unbeatable values at
this low price. New soft
finish
expensive feeling
percales in clear, bright
colors. All perfect quality
full length pieces. Save
Now.

Experts estimate that it costs
about three times as much to produce a dramatic program in television as it does in radio.

Street, Ii0PKINSVILLE City Water - Electricity

GIVEN AWAY
BUILDING LOT — CASH AND SOUVENIRS

MEN'S SUMMER
at your own price at
his is your opportunity to buy one or more large lots
South Main Street,
on
located
bsolute auction in this beautiful subdivision
are lots of your
There
ne of Hopkinsville's finest residential sections.
beautiful wthe
g
overlookin
hoice with matured trees, located high
running 200
or
them
through
ounding scenery, others with creek running
to
description
every
of
and
• back to a creek. Every lot is an attraction
degrowth
rapid
e's
Hopkinsvill
-eet the discriminating taste. Great.)r.
location adjacent to
ands immediate additional homes - with its strategic
of highways and TVA powort Campbell, with 3 railroads and
logislation permitting cities
attracting new industries under the .
must grow even more
issue revenue bonds to build factories, Hopkinsville
buyer, investor, and BUILDER.
°Picliy. This is an opportunity for home

HANSBROUGH
211 S. 5TH ST.,

you get with good

LOOK!

STRAWS

Men's Sport

$1.50 & $2.00

SHIRTS

WHiLE (60) LAST
Be Sure and Be Here
Early for Yours.
'ivy Now And Save!

Only $1.66
Men, don't miss out on this
outstanding value. B u y
Now and Save,

We Sell It
PLAY SAFE - CALL USI

CO.
NATIONAL REALTY & AUCTION 883ti
LOUISVILLE, KY..

That's the Service

WAbash

auction organization several stsitee;
e sell any Was. anywhere In U.S.A. Largest licensed
own printing plant; torah&
crews;
Years sueessehl selling; trained aretionters, ground
rendered.
"Mint; charges most reasonable for serilree

John E. Young Ins,
Agency

Prints and Solids in Lasting Colors. Buy Now and
Save.

FIRST QUALITY IN
EVERYTHING YOU BUY AT

So cool, so comfortable. so
moderately priced.

Thrifty Mothers, you can't
afford to miss seeing this.

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Priming Tobacco May
Help Farmers' Profits

The Marines Return To
Korea After 79 Years
leans were said to have been
By Alexander R. George
Washington — U. S. Marines on killed.
-in -The west East to HOW SITUATION DEVELOPED
their way-fro
the Battle of Korea will not be
In the spring of 1871 the Unitthe first Leatherneeks t6 fight on ed States Minister to China,
Korean soil.
Frederick Low, arranged a conseventy-nine years ago a bat, ference with Korean authorities
talion of Marines, with the sup- looking to the protection of
port of ships and sailors of the American citizene. Low enlisted
Asiatic fleet, won the two-day the services of the Asiatic fleet,
Battle of the Salee River Forts. then in Japanese waters.
It was the first time that soldiers
Low boarded Adm. Rodgers'
of a western power had spent a flagship, the Colorado, and the
night on Korean soil.
squadron arrived off Salee river.
The battle followed the alleged anchorage late in May. After an
treacherous firing by Korean sol- exchange of apparently friendly
diers on a American party survey- visits between Koreans a n d
ing the river. Asiatic Fleet Ad- Americans, the river surveying
miral John J. Rodgers had ob- expedition was launched.
tained permission from Korean
The surveying party was sud•
authorities to make navigation denly fired upon from the Korean
soundings.
forts and the beach. „American 'WORLD'S LARGEST SQUARE DANCE' Eight .housand -do-si-do" fans participate in the
For several year prior to the gunboats steamed into action, rt "world's largest square dance" at Santa Monica, Calif., a feature of the city's 75th celebration.
Salee river fracas Koreans re- turning the fire and rescuing the Five block of Wilshire Boulevard pavement provided the dance floor. Thirty-six callers directed
portedly had mistreated Ameri- surveyors.
the dancers while 50,000 spectators looked on. (AP Wirephoto)
Low and Rodgers demanded an
can sailors and others shipwreckSimple Changes Make
ed on Korean shores. Some Amer- explanation and reparations. The ing day a Marine battalion and a
Koreans failing to give a satisfac- detachment of sailors, led by Capt.
House More Cheerful
tory answer in 10 days, an expe- McLane Tilton, stormed and
The pleasant, cheerful atmosforts.
captured
the
Keach's in Hopkinviille dition of gunboats with a Marine
phere in the home of Mrs. Don
MARINES'
BATTLE
100TH
landing party and seven field pieFOR COMPLETE
Butler of Metcalfe county is the
The Salee river engagement
ces sailed up the river.
HOME FURNISHINGS
result of several changes she has
The guns of the three Korean was the 100th battle in which
tnade in the past few months,
forts were silenced by fire from units of the Marine Corps. estabnone of which was unduly expenthe Azperican vessel. The follow- lished in 1775, had participated.
By Dr. W. L. Cash
sive, she told her home agent,
The Marines' first battle was durIt is a human tendency to wait Miss Ethel M. Paschall.
ing a raid on New Providence in
until it starts to rain before reFor example, Mrs. Butler paintthe Bahamas on March 2, 1778.
pairing the leaky roof. The same ed 12 tan window shades white,
The first fighting by U. S. Mais true of epidemic diseases. For moved three curtain fixtures on
rines in the Far East took place
Every second your car
example, people often wait until seven Windows to give them betSumatra,
Feb.
on
7,
1832.
Some
is in motion it is a poa. polio epidemic is current in ter proportions, made three pairs
250 Marines and sailors defeated
tential threat to whattheir community before finding of lined draperies, and then topa
band
of
Malay
pirates
in
the
ever you possess unless
out the facts about poliomyelitis. ped them with cornice boards
Battle
of
Quallo
Batoo,
'
you are fully covered
Although at present there is no which she had made.
The Leathernecks' first fighting serum or vaccine which is known
by Liability and PropA dark hallway was made
in China was at the Battle of to prevent polio, certain general
erty Damage insurance.
lighter when she removed the
Shanghai in April, 1854. Ameri- measures should be observed.
Think about that—and
can and British Marines drove off Lowered resistance may make the dark varnish from woodwork and
remember, there is no
Chinese Imperialist forces which body unable to fight off infection. stairsteps, then applied shellac to
added charge for comhad encroacned on the foreign Therefore, overfatigue should be the natural wdod. Then she paintpetent agency service.
ed the figured living room wallsettlement in Shanghai.'
avoided and the general rules of paper plaid color, and the tan
HOW THE CORPS GREW
good sanitation should be fol- kitchen paper was replaced with
In the Spanish-American war lowed.
one with a green ivy design
the Marine corps had a force of
Proper screening of the kerne 'against a white background: In
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
only
75
officers
and
2,000
enlisted
apparsince
important
polio
is
a hallway, t h e plastered walls
"KEACH'S HAS IT"
men. When the United States en- ently is spread partially by flies. were painted a soft-green.
Mrs.
tered World War I the Marines Adequate diet is needed, too, be- Butler
is a member of the Edhad 511 officers and 13,000 men, cause eating the proper foods monton
Homemakers Club.
but during that w'ar more than builds up body resistance. Also
31,000 Marines were sent overseas important is adequate sleep at
The volt in electricity is named
for service in the A. E. F. ,
night and a period of rest during
for. the Italian scientist, AlessanWhen the Nazis overran France the day, particularly during hot
dro Volta, who died in 1827.
in the summer of 1940 the Marines weather.
Sudden chilling, such as that
had an active force of about 28,000. By the time of the Japanese caused by plunging into cold watattack on Pearl Harbor, Dec. 7, er on a hot day should be avoided.
FOR
1941, volunteer enlistments had Parents Should make sure that
increased Marine strength to 68,- the pools in which their children
swim are sanitary and have been
000:
of the First Appellate District in the Democratic
The corps now has an active declared safe by their local health
force of 74,000 and a reserve of unit. There is no objection to
Primary to be held August 5th.
children going bathing in such a
The McCracken County Bar Association in a
pool, nor is there any necessity
WALKER HAS IT
for swimming pools, camps,
resolution adopted on June 23, 1950, had this
Willsonite Sun Glasses aters, etc., to be closed during a
to say about Judge Stewart:
polio tapidemic.
(Ground and Polished Lenses)
"His record as a law- Walker's Drugs
On the other hand, it would be
& Jewelry unwise
for a parent to take a
yer and a public official
Dint. 3211
child from a community relativeshows that he is eminently free of polio to one in which
there is a high incidence of the
ly fitted by character,
disease.
ability and experience
Removal of tonsils and adenoids should be avoided, if posto be advanced to a
for
sible. In addition, vaccinations
higher court, where he
and immunizations should not be
• GOOD QUALITY
will have a greater opgiven in very hot weather.
A pamphlet entitled, "Facts
portunity to use has high
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
About Polio," is available from
legal ability in the serthe Caldwell County Health Unit.
*GOOD VALVE
This pamphlet supplies the anvice of the state."
swers to the questions most fre• IN GOOD TASTS
quently asked concerning this
disease and is a valuable piece of
Ihealth literature to have on hand.

Some Precautions
To Help Prevent
Spread Of Polio

MARK CUM/61/Ail

Home .Econom
.
Pt:ming and cutting burley to- Ktto
heeP
ntrCui:mkielyealredhe
wl
ofurntB1,1''vr4
1
bacco ripe is one way to make
spore money out of fewer acres.,
"Old Izaak never dreamed it according to a new circular of
R
otiiBlat,eu'r"rlitp.Yenst"bhae
could be this good!" That's the
''''tlit't
Kentucky
belo wt When the lo tm
word coming from Kentucky Lake Into he' area around
Immediately
tDank
and-Kentuelse-Dom where hd.rn
River. It is .no green. If
day exponents of the laudible art In the Tennessee
the plant
of 30 ing until
el tatoancahtcahartahre
sp
Uie
o
urnall
advocated by Mr. Walton are c
the to L
soli.
the lower leaves
pulling them in with everything
will
'tattit"
Catering to the likes of fisher- in most
from a royal coachman to a bent
neason8.
comfort
with
prefer
who
men
pin and a silvery minnow, But
the best is yet to come. At least their sport, the state has installed lower
The 14e':)
ayli
vtlst•:
ttsabrainikaspettsti ha:
etwaatien
;
'
that's the information .received many modern cabins at both Ken- leavesn g burley
rlaer(8,
Park
and
State
KenLake
tucky
from the Division of Game and
standing
Fish as they made preparations tucky Dam Village. A communifor the expected mid-summer ty center, comfortable cabins, means of
increasisi
tennis courts and swimming add
bonanza of bass and crappie.
.attractions at Kentucky
the
to
lfeayrn;rionweoe m
With the season's hottest days
rse'wehstPec
ha.
Dam Village. Rambling cottages hor
coming on, lake experts ate toutto do the pri
'
and excellent boating facilities
eor. those who
ing local and out-of-State fisherstad
,,tt.
are an added incentive to anglers
men to the fast waters below
at Kentucky Lake State Park.
Kentucky Dam where excepEasily accessible, the lake can additional
tional catches of crappie have
bringeapetsiarleyt
wages,ius;a
labor'
be reached by following U. S. 88. still
been recorded in the past two
Kentucky Dam Village is 26 miles
weeks.
southeast of Paducah, via U. S. or humid harvest
Camp attendants say that betand Route 453. Kentucky Lake
68
ter than good strings of bass and
t.j. Park ist on
.16 edTthaettshi,p1phoapoittaamausisid,hs
n h raFerry
State
west bank
crappie have been taken in the
on
S. 68
last 10 to 12 days on surface lures
tail.
miles from Murray.
and minnows. Should the weather remain fair, bass fishing is expected to hit its peak in the next
two weeks.
Pointing out that during this
time of year most lakes become
rr
r
poor fishing spots, experts assure
WM
for
anglers that catches in Kentucky
p
Lake should not diminish. Game
fish, throughout most of the summer" months, seek to avoid hot
surface water by lying idle in
the deepest holes, thereby limiting the effectiveness of bait fishing and casting. However, Kentucky Lake offers an alternative.
"Kentucky Lake will remain
the best fishing spot in the State,"
says Earl Wallace, director of Division of Game and Fish. "In seeking cool'waters, large droves of
crappie and bass have moved
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AUCTION SALE

Vim. M. YOUNG

VOTE FOR

Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, .Ky

orrer
We
sale at
auction on Saturday, July 29,.
fling at 1:30 p.m.,at the Effie Bo
Barnes home at Bakers Station,
following household goods:
Bedroom furniture, bedclot
lilverware, chairs, tables, min.
ttove, canned fruit and nume
other items.

BYRD M. GUESS, Auctioneer
MRS. J. D. WYLIE and
WILFORD B. BAKER, Administr.

JUDGE BRADY M. STEWART
JUDGE OF COURT OF APPEALS

's your chance
ion—as only
e! Hear clear,
ful new FM sta
powerful, more
Zenith's famous
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MEMORIALS

Vote for a veteran, an experienced
lawyer and judge, and one in the
prime of life.

about 90,000. Its peak strength in
World War II, when it engaged in
Phone 3254
Princeton, Hy. 'about 37 Major campaigns and
battles in the Pacific, was 486,000.
THE MARINE CREDO
The Marines pride themselves
Anierien'e 1.011
,
01114
•
TieVA Straight Alga,
as being the possessors to a high
Loweet-Prieed Car with IMI!oz,
'degree of three military assets.
d
,
o;n211
,
711e!!
„.7,
ivr:
These are their traditional fightThe .11rosit Beautiful Thing on Wheels
ing spirit, specialized skill in amPower-Parked Silver Streak ilingioeAphibious operations and constant
Chaire of Six or Eight
state of readiness.
World Renowned Road Record for
Maj. Gen. M. H. Silverthorn,
Economy and Long Life
director of the Marine Reserve,
said recently "the Marine corps
does not aspire to have a second
land army."
''It is the readiness of the Fleet
Marine Forces rather than their
size which is the important consideration," he said. "They are
capable of providing moderatesized amphibious striking forces
on short notice—forces which
could well be of vital importance
in the period of tension immediately preceding a war or in the
early stages of a war when the
country is not yet fully mobilized."

Henry & Henry

I

Inriwili"iroom
ormuna'ml
mmiemoin
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SWEET 'N' LOVELY

Try A Leader Classified Aol

STOMACH SUFFERERS

All great beautie% have one thing in
common—they stand strikingly apart
from the crowd, like the wonderful
new Pontiac does!
Wherevet you go, you at the new
Pontiac. You are aware that this car
asserts hat/ in any company. And at
the same time Pontiac has borer quail.
ties which are keen more outstanding.
Pontiac is built, from the bottom up, to
be eieoroughly pod Come in — see
vou should he driving • Pontiac.

'201 E. Market St.

Phone 3163

• GET AMAZING RELIEF
The
HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It Is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
othet stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets, SOLD ONLv AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

CITY

CASUAL

A universally becoming casual style in
handsome Shadow-tone Strea cloth.
There's distinction in the wonderfully cut
Harrymore collar . . . in the simulated
pocket flaps that give waistline Importance . . . and in the skirt, cut to arrow narrow diminsions. Tan or gray. Sizes
7 to 17.

Mrs. Rep f. Engelhardt, Owner

Pure worsted gabardine ilone iii
soft, dressmaker manner . • Wilh
the sweetly curving lines of the
jacket yoke continued in the peek'
et detail. Dainty Peter Pan collar.
ornamental buttons and matchstick slender skirt ... combine to
make a prettier, more feminine
YOU. Burgundy wine, chew'
red
A F• blue. black. walnut
•
brown, cinnamon broom iroa
MY. Druid gray, forest seem
beige, rust or navy. Sires 7 to 11

M'ARNMOISELLE
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ws From The Past

lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of those
s representing
e up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
nowhere but ia the yellowed files of Twice
ao recorded
will be published as a regular Leader
isscler of those years
,,gauiles_ase repyoduced just_int .the. Princeton. re.
er-after the turn of the century. wrote them.
sir. W. A. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edd Vinbeen confined to his son and other guests.
'• • •
Cadiz street the past
May 5, 1931. Dr, B. L. Keeney
more.
will be in BoWling Green next
••• • I"
1991. Mrs. R. Roy Tow week, where he will conduct a
*daughters, Misses Ellen class of instruction, in which
Dixie Leonard Towery
Interscho- quite a number of dentists will
the District
be in attendance:
Hopkinsville
mtest at
• • •
afternoon. They were
May 22, 1931. Lee Cardin joinand
Mr.
the home of
ed Mrs. Cardin here Wednesday
returning
nide Rawls„
returning to Rosiclare, Illinois
Thursday. Mrs. Cardin has been
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
• • •
1931 Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Satterfield, foe the past
ranklin Wert' Pleasant two weeks.

to feed himself,.to dress himself, as one learn, .any other skill.
to put his own toys away, and Children do not acquire soch
gradually to help others w I th traits as self-discipline, henestY,
simple household tasks In which desire to serve others, or deter- • .
some rple can be found for him. mination to persevere in the face
Boosting grass farmMg, in
In all these daily, homely, rou- of obstacles because their elders
By David Taylor Marke•
keeping with the Kentucky
tine activities we should give the have told them to. They learn to
Training for responsibility be- child not only freedom to do be. honest by behaving 'honestly
Green Pastures Program, Gov,
gins at home, and it should start whet Jig is capable _sq....doing, but
Earle. C. Clements._ hes_ proclaimsituation,- that challenge their
Pastures
responsibility for oltig what he nteityi They learn self-414dnoted child guidance specialist, is ready to do.
Month.
eipline by experiencing wise dieauthor and lecturer at the UniverYoung children take .great de- cipline repeatedly in everyday
Twenty-six hundred farmers in
sity
Chicago.
of
in
Writing
the
light in exercising their newly life.
118 counties are enrolled in a
Natioftal Parent-Teacher Maga- develobing powers, and these
We help the child to Progress
program of' More and better
she
zine,
says:
powers grow through practice. to acceptance of responsibilities
grass in a grass-livestock• type
"Every child comes into the For your children, therefore, she that are at times burdensome by
of farming. Scoring
farms will
world a helpless babe who would says, responsibility is largely a giving approval, recognition, a
be done In October.
die without the love and protec- joyous adventure. It is enhanced, feeling of status and importance
W. C. Johnstone of the College
tion of those who accept respon- too, by the sense of importance when he accepts responsibilities
of Agriculture and Home Ecosibility for hi care.
they get from being given a part at his own level of development.
nomics, University of Kentucky,
"Even in his first year the child in the program of the adult world As the child grows older we can
lists some things farmers might
help him to generalize from his
finds that he must gradually learn represented by the household.
do in late summer and early fall.
Desirable traits of character are experiences and develop a sense
to control his demands as he can
Pastures should • be clipped
adjust himself to his environment. learned through experience, just of worthy self-reliance.
now. Wedds compete for water
He must learn to do things for
and plant food.
himself so that he can take care
Late slimmer and early fall is
of his wants instead of depending
good time to disk pastures, apentirely upon others. He must
ply fertilizers and reseed with
even learn to do some things for
adapted grasses and legumes.
'CHILD KILLED IlY TRAIN: Bert Sturm, Sr., collapses over the others to satisfy their needs."
OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS Pasture soils should be tested body of his son, Bert, "Butch" Sturm, eight, who with a playmate
Thus begins the process of
to have definite information on was killed instantly under the wheels of the Rock Island Lines growing up emotionally and seSome of Largest in
Rocket train. The tragedy occurred within two blocks of the Malty. •Thus the child learns fitthe needs of fertilizers and lime.
children's homes in Davenport, Ia. (AP Wirephoto)
responsibililittle
by
take
tie
to
The Country
alfalfa
August.
Use
in
Sow
him other unprintable things; ties—first for himself, then for
grass with it for higher yields
and he is normalcy on the ram- others. They will be little today,
and to reduce leaching and
page in Edinburgh with Peggy bigger tomorrow.
washing of the soil. Alfalfa can
How do children develop a
Cameron, Jenny Clow, and Clarbe grown on well-drained land,
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES
inda, and, in the offing, Jane sense of responsibility? In the
if other requirements are met,
such as lime, potash, inoculation THE WONDER OF ALL THE Gordon and Peggy Chalmers. He first place, she says, we know that
children learn by doing. We
and firm seedbed.
GAY WORLD, by James Berke warns the Cameron girl he has
emancipate the child from the
she
and
paternity,"
for
"genius
a
Also, plan now to sow cover
Macmillian; $3.50)
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
finds he never said a truer word. dependence of infancy by letting
crops following row crops, except
The year 1787, plus a few
PHONE 775-W
P. O. BOX 256
him do for himself, from the beconfesses,
loves
his
of
one
as
But
on overflow land. Wheat, rye, bar- months just before and after, was
ginning, whatever he is capable
hae
would
rather
women
"Some
ley, oats, vetch and crimson clo- spent by Robert Burns in Edinman than hae an of doing. Step by step he learns
ver all .contribute to the green borgh. He was arranging with a share o' a good
indifferent man a' to themselves."
pastures program.
William Creech to publish his
But it's another kind of genius
second volume of poetry, and
July 10, 1931. Mr. an4 Mrs. trying to collect enough money with which Berke is mainly conHershel Creeknnur and twb chil- to provide the security which, as eerned. and it's a constant source
dren, Jimmie and Josephine, Mrs. he says, poets, exactly like- any- of gratifying amazement to s e e
Jones and Mrs. Grace of Mayfield, body else, are human enough to how he gives you the flavor and
spent the weekend here with Mr. long for. But in the meantime he feel of that rare being, the creative writer. You don't need to be
and Mrs. S. J, Lester.
got a full fair taste of fame as
told Burns is a poet, you meet
Scotland's Bard, and he learned
• • 6
him, and hear him talk and reaSeptember 4, 1931. Mrs— C. F. happily what it was like to be
lize his unicale nature for yourEngelhardt will direct the De- "The Wonder of All the Gay
self. You go off on his trips with
partment of Home Economics of World."
young Bob Ainslie and pockDawson Springs High School for
This novel covers the Edin- marked Nicol, you listen as he
the 31-32 teim.
burgh period; it's the third in woos the girls and spars with
• • •
Barke's labor of love, and not a the scholars and, back In Mechlin,
September 11, 1931. Haydon word of this 670-page installment defends his ways. You get a burr
Vs'ithers, George Catlett, and falls below the high standard set in your own voice as you think it
George Alfred Akin left yester- by the others. Mary Campbell is over, and drop unconsciously into
day morning for Lexington where dead, Jean Armour has had her a broad dialect, and even when
they will matriculate at the Uni- twins, her first pair, and Burns, you don't know the meaning you
versity of Kentucky for the en- on the loose in the grey but mer- like the sound of things like
suing term.
ry capital, is still the man to stour and thrairn and thole . . .
• • •
whole love is no labor.
and I hope they're printable.
October 2, 1931. Dr.• W. P.
William Nicol tells him he's
Bethany
to
called
was
Morse
"normal", when he isn't telling Try A Leader Classified Ad!
neighborhood Monday to reduce
the fractured bone of Lowell for the past few years.
VITAMINS ARE
Hobby's arm. Lowell is the
• • •
SOMETHING YOU GET
year old son of Mr. and Mrs Owen
June 16, 1931. About the midLUIS OF IN THE GOOD
Hobby.
dle of July a Public Health Unit
• • •
RICH MILK FROM
will be organized in Princeton.
November 10, 1931. Little Miss Commissioners are Wylie W.
PRINCETON CREAMERY
Margaret Terry Davis is a very Childress, Dr. I. Z. Barber, Mr.
MAM.
welcome guest of her grandpar- W. C. Hayden and Dr. J. B. Wadents, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. McCas- lington.
Tonight, stop and think how much the telelin, of this city.
• • •
• • •
phone meant to you today. You made a quick
June 19, 1931. The communistic
June 16, 1931. The Band of experiment now being attempted
call to the druggist, instead of a hot, tiresome
Golden Pond was held up and in Russia is important because it
trip — . . you called the repair man about the
robbed of $2,300 last week, but may affect the entire future of
refrigerator before all the food spoiled . . . you
the three youths implicated were civilization, United States Alben
made a dozen other calls that saved you time,
later caught with all but a little W. Barkley told the Lions Club
effort, money. Yes, at day's end you feel the
of the missing money. The boys of Paducah recently. "If the exwere 20 and 25 .years old and periment fails, it will probably
difference .. . and you know that telephone
said to belong to respectable fam- be the end of all efforts for a
service is one of your biggest helpers—one of
ilies of the Clay and Dixon com- long time to cone to establish
your biggest bargains. Southern Bell
munities.
communistic forms of governTelephone and Telegraph Company.
• • •
1931.•
ment on the earth, and if it sucDr. Godfrey Chil- ceeds, there is no way of estimatJuly '6,
dress is now on the medical staff ing at this time the tremendous
of Grassland Hospital' in N e w affect it will have on the other
to better living... a big lift
York. He goes there from Belle- nations of the earth," Senator
vitw where he has been located Barkley said.

All Children Need
Responsibility

Green Pasture Month
To Be Observed Over
The State In August
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FREE

WITTY AND CARL

ctioneer
and
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's your chance to enjoy the very best in long range FM
- as only Zenith's new Super-Sensitive FM makes
Hear clear, static-free programs from the wealth of
. new FM stations—all with superb tone quality. Plus
.,Aerful, more selective Standard Broadcast reception
_,:oth's famous Long-Distance AM!

Check These
us-Packed Features
Sweitive Zenith-Armstrong PM...
static, interference and cross folk
Unmet* fringe areas.
Zenith long-Distenc•• AM ...for
powerful, mor• sensitive end more
Standard Broadcast reception.
Zenith Wovemognte... brings
'harp and clear—minimises static
ground noises.
. Extra-Powerful S•sesiser
*admire Zenith DialSpeaker design.
many consoles in tone quality.

ro

Come In...
See...
Compare

50 little in Oost—

LOW DOWN
PAYMENT—
EASY TERMS

Princeton

Phone 2081
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Coast to Coast the* switching to
ERICA'S NO.1 ECONOMY PICKUP
I.

it"
'
ireCil

zes 7 to 17
COST

48-cu. ft. body capacity.

3. 1.4811 lbs. payload caParity.

7.

3. Up to 15% greater frame
'fiction modulus.

air
8. 011 Biter and oil bath
cleaner (standard).

4. Up to 15%
lining area.
5. Big
clutch.

more brake

le' Gyro -Grip

Aluminum alloy Flightlight pistons.

level action cab
suspension (standard).

9. Ford

Door glass Air Wing
ventilators (standard).

10.
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It's no wonder that housewives everywhere refer to
electricity as the "cool fuel." On a modern electric
range, the heat goes into your cooking, not out
into your kitchen. Surface units fit snugly against
your pots and pans, concentrating the heat on
the food.
In the oven, thick, full insulation keeps the heat
inside, where it belongs. And the new deep-well
units cook whole meals down inside the range.
at low temperatures.
The new electric range is designed to heat your
food — not your kitchen. What's more, it's fast,
clean, and automatic.
Electric cooking is as economical as it is comfortable. Our average electric range user cooks for
about 7 cents a day.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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Livestock Market

Cattle prices at the local stockyard held fully steady this week
lower
with hogs selling about $1
than the previais week, it is reported.
1340
TOTAL HEAD
1.014,Fad-Estes/1Short Fed Steers .. 27.00 25.00
Medium Quality Butcher '
23.00 26.00
Cattle
27.00 29.00
Grass Fat Steers
25.00 3040
Baby Beeves
19.00 22.00
Fat Cows
15.00 19.00
Canners & Cutters
17.25 24.00
Bulls
23.00 28.00
Stock Cattle
24.00 27.00
Feeder Cattle
Milk Cows, Per hd. 77.00 139.00
25.50
Best Spring Lambs
Medium Spring
22.00
Lambs .,

Farm Bureau Will Crider News
Sell Coke, Stoves,‘

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cartwright spent the weekend in Crider with her parents, Mr. and
WigathatouazJyn
Eh
•Mee.
-Provides Insurance •
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Yates spent
Against Wet Weather; last Thursday in Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy McrngomTwo Types Available
and son are spending their
ery
Caldwell
of
farmers
many
Since
with her parents, Mr.
vacation
coke
d
an
coke
county needed
M. Brown.
Mrs.
and
wet
the
during
fall
stoves last
Alexander, of AdairT.
J.
Meg.
buy
not
curing season and could
the week with
them locally, the 'local Farm Bu- ville, Ky., spent
Nell Guess, and
reau is taking orders for petrol- her sister, Miss
W. Guess, and
eum coke and coke stoves, ac- her brother, L.
cording to M. P. Brown, Jr., pres- family.
The Harlan Ennis family atident of t h e Caldwell County
tended a homecoming held SunFarm Bureau.
Church, Lyon
Orders for coke or stoves day pt Liberty
county.
Brown,
should be placed with Mr.
The Crider community • was
P. M. Sell, or at the county
by the death of Mrs.
agent's office by August 8, as an saddened
Ratliff.
order will be placed for w car Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Dalton have
load as soon as it is filled, Brown
as house guest, Miss Virginia Mae
said.
Paducah.
One thousand pounds to a ion Sigler, of
Ralph a n d Junior
stoves
William
,
three
to
two
and
coke,
of
week visiting an
last
red
spent
air-cu
or
Chit
burley
of
acre
per
tobacco, is the best insurance a aunt in Illinois.
Marvin Myers, of Louisville,
grower can have to protect his
with home
crop against poor curing weath- spent the weekend
funeral of
er," county agent Mabry stated. folks and attended the
Ratliff.
In explaining the need for coke his aunt, Mrs. Charles
and stoves, Mabry said, "If toCHARGED
bacco stays very damp as long DRUNK DRIVING
Thurman Howton, Charleston,
as 24 hours it is likely to be damwas arrested and charged with
aged if firing isn't started.
"If coke and stoves are not on drunken driving here late Sunhand at the beginning of the cur- day afternoon in the Bartlettsing season, tobacco can damage ville section of the town. A Negbadly before the material can be ro woman, Avail Dowell, and a
bought.
Negro man, Ben Dowell, both of
"Coke fires usually need to be Charleston, who were riding in
started between three and four the car with Howton, were chargo'clock in the afternoon and kept ed with being drunk. City Police
up at least until dew begins to Albert Hagan and E. M. McCaslin made the arrest.

30 4-H Members
To Attend CampAre

Ten Girls, 20 Boys
Registered To Leave
NOW Monday

Mark Cunninghoo
AtmRuo
j ktacruynnCinlmub

HE

governor of
g
taarvye c
aaa
revp;ii.:
Besides tis.

club for provillinx
Thirty 4-H boys and girls have
registered for the annual 4-H
°"A
gn
vP
:
lurle
aepuuode,nat
:Igsrre*so
ntil
ta Yrtuoa
camp.to be held at Murray, July :::
:
hgntetr'oDatrn
the
nt:trh
31-August 4, according to Millard
agent.
county
assistant
Maxey,
R.
The ratio of boys to girls is of the Cadiz
two to one in favor of the boys.
tion at the nest
This is in reverse of last year.
The ten girls are Bettie Sue club, which will be
Jones, Sue Wadlington, Dolores night at the yieg
Creasey, Hazel Swatzell, Anng Church. Dr. Wilsor
Neal, Helen Grate Boitnott, Mar- of Australia.
ian Joy Young, Eunice Mae
The last k!
VEALS
Young, Shelby Jean Kennady
30.00
eon died in th €
Swatzell.
is Fancy Veals
guns
Jeannette
and
and
equipment
military
heavy
28.75
HEAVE EQUIPMENT MOVES UP: A tractor for hauling
No. 1 Veals
The boys who have registered 1914.
waiting to be moved to U.S. front lines. In
26.80
aboard this; 'flatcar in a South Korean railroad sta.lim
2 Veals
No.
(AP
ear.
freight
aboard
are David Dupbar, Bennie MashYank soldiers
entified
un
for
the
fruit
bring
women
28.25
native
foreground
Throwouts
burn, Charles Deennan, Henry
WirePhoto)
HOGS
Traylor, George 13. Drennan,
H.
23.25
180-230
COMMONWEALTH OF
Wallace, Marsh Chit,
Jiminy
22.25
KENTUCKY, DEPARTMENT OF 235-280
Ralph Anderson,
Phelps,
F.
Paul
21.op
HIGHWAYS, NOTI('E TO
285-350
Richard Gray, Handel Phelps,
TO CONTRACTORS
20.00
355 & up
Jimmy Harper, John Edward
ink, stencil, correction fluid,
Sealed bids will be received by 120-155
22.70
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
Cravens, William R. Clift, Robert
carbon pap- the Department of Highways at 160-175
ribbon,
typewriter
21.25
Co.,
Plano
not overhead, at Dye
Get
type- its office, Frankfort, Kentucky unSeymore, James Hubbard, David
Rand
Remington
also
er,
17.50
under
Ky
&
e,
350
409 S. Main, Hopkinsvill
til 10:00 A.M. CENTRAL DAY- Roughs
porno!
and Joe Pool.
Crenshaw,
machine.
adding
and
writers
the
16.50
on
up
TIME
3247tp
Roughs 455 &
LIGHT SAVING
Autelop
-furnishbe
will
ion
at
1950,
Transportat
August,
of
day
Ildx
USED IMPLEMENTS: All In ex- which time bids will be publicly
how
NOTICE
ed and the group, accompanied by
WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
to
ready
and
of
Board
condition
how
celYhrit
The Caldwell County
opened and read for the improveshampoo for home use try
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home
Education will receive sealed bids
go! ,1 V Avery tractor with ment of:
wont,
and R.- A. Mabry, county
agent,
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
following:
the
for
17F-20
1
to 01.
plow, disc and cultivator.
CALDWELL COUNTY, SP
bushels of agent, will leave Princeton Monyour head in our business.
less,
or
more
4000,
Grove
Shady
Princeton:
Moline tractor with plow and 2 The
COIN.
July 31, at approximately
45-tic
from Farmers- No. 9 or No. 6 coal to be delivered day,
ready to go! 1 R Moline tractor Road (KY 139)
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C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

McCONNELL'S SERVICE STA

Red Front Stores

EAT FISH AND REDUCE YOUR FOOD BILL

WARNING

25(

IF YOUR CAR HAS NOT HAD
THIS SERVICE IN 6 MONTHS
YOU NEED IT NOW

WHEEL BEARINGS
I
The parts checked at right are important and costly parts of your car.
They are tightly sealed in, require less
frequent attention . . . and are NOT
included in a regular CHASSIS lubrication.
Unaware of this, some car owners
neglect them until serious damage is
done or a break-down occurs.
If you have overlooked this vital service, we suggest that you drive in immediately. Our experienced service
men have the correct lubricants and
know how to do the job right.
WHEEL BALANCING WILL SAVE
WEAR AND TEAR ON

Remove Front Wheels, Clean
Bearings, Re-Pack With Fresh
Lubricant and Adjust. (Extra
charge for rear wheels when
removal required.)

REAR AXLE
Drain Worn Lubricant, Replace with New, Factory
Specified Grade.

E. Ct. Sq.

caNn Larsen's all green
BhEA..S.
1,101IfAres
1 41(
FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
25 lb. bag

-ro

fr

_

25c
25c

Remove the Old, Replace
with New, Live Lubricant of
Proper Quality.

TEA, ',/2 lb. box, Garden Party
PUREX, 1 qt. bottle
SALT, for canning, 10 lb. bag

45c

SALMON, pink, 16 oz. can
PEANUT BUTTER, 32 oz. jar

45c

To make the job complete,
we include a Chassis Lubrication covering points often
missed by others.

ALL AT ONE
$4.45 •

R. M. OLIVER
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PORK & BEANS, K. Beauty
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Pints 69c dos-'

quarts

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

35(

LEMONS, Sunkist. 360 size
dozen

BANANAS, brae tam , rive
2 pounds

MEAT SPECIALS
HAMS, Sugar Cured, 10 to 12 lb
whole or half
average
lb.

ATElbRS, lb
UR
FBROALNKFN

29c
89c

"Harry Has It"

HARRY'S GROCERY
FREE DELIVERY
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imported 2 oz. jar No. 25 19c
OLEOMARGARINE, 511 Choice, col!a lb. sticks
ored
223(

29c

Ham Salad, Chicken Salad, Pimento
Cheese Salad - "FRESH DAILY"

DIAL 3422

2

PEACHES, Rosedale, halves in syrup

43c

POTATO CHIPS, Hesmer's, 1 lb. bag
CRACKERS, Flavor Kist, 1 lb. box
,
SMOKED JOWLS, lb.
ROUND STEAK, baby beef, lb.

$1 59

BABY FOOD, Heinz, asst. strained
4is oz. can

DUZ, large box

CHASSIS

10(

tall can

25c

Dunn & Oliver Service Station
S. W. DUNN

('ONDENSED MILK, Borden's
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D-X Motor Oils
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Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A.
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